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Wbe :Ire pleased to submit this Final Report on a Prospective Study of

Employee Mobility in Bead Start programs. Submission of this report is

in accordance with the requirements of our contract with the Office of

Child Development.

This report presents our findings and recommendations based on

data obtained during the Prospective Phase of this contract. It is orga-

nized in seven chapters and two appendixes:

Chapter I--Summarizes the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations

Chapter IIDescribes the methodology of the study

A



Chapter III -- Describes the responses of Head
Start organizations to the reporting requirements
established in the study

Chapter IV--Describes the extent of mobility in
the sample programs

Chapter V--Describes the causes of mobility
from the viewpoint of former employees

Chapter VI--Describes the causes of mobility
from the viewpoint of Head Start organizations

Chapter VII--Presents factors to be considered
in the establishment of future reporting systems
for Head Start organizations

pendix A--Contains the questionnaires used
in the study

Appendix 13--Contains detailed mobility rates for
each Bead Start organization which provided adequate
mobility data in both phases of the study

Since the number of organizations providing, adequate 'nobility

data was considerably smaller in the prospective phase than in the

retrospective phase, interpretations of the prospective results

should be viewed with caution. The prospective phase, however, did

afford us the opportunity to examine the capabilities and willingness

of Head Start organizations to respond to ongoing reporting require-

ments. Vde feel that our observations concerning factors in the

reporting process are representative 9f Head Start programs in

geoeral.



4he scope of this study has required the assistance and co-

operation of nany people in providing data for us to analyze. We

appreciate the efforts put forth by Head Start organization direc-

tors and employees in preparing their responses. We also ap-

preciatr! the assistance you have provided in both phases of this

study.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter presents the highlights of our findings from

a prospective study of employee mobility in Head Start programs.

..This chapter is organized into the following sections:

Responses to Ongoing Reporting Requirements

Extent of Mobility

Causes of Mobility

Recommendations Concerning Data Collection
From Head Start Organizations

Details concerning these four topics are presented in

Chapters III through VII. Chapter II presents a discussion of the

methodology employed in this study.

1. RESPONSES TO ONGOING REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Since "mobility data were gathered by requesting Head Start

organizations (grantees and delegate agencies) to submit monthly

mobility reports to Booz, Allen, the prospective study offered an

opportunity to review the capabilities and willingness of Head

Start organizations to respond to reporting requirements.



Head Start org nizations demonstrated low response rates

to the stpdy 'quirements to submit mobility information on a

monthly basis for nine consecutive periods. Only 4 organizations

out of 122 originally contacted submitted the refested data for

all 9 periods.

(1) Low Res onse Rates Partiall Reflect the Nature o
This Stud zaicLills16eoImportance to the
Organizations

Some organizations indicated that they did not
feel turnover was a critical problem, and there-
fore they felt that information being collected
was not important.

Some organizations felt that the requirements
of the retrospective phase were so extensive that
they had already fulfilled their obligation to the
survey.

Some organizations lacked the staffs needed to
complete the report.

Other program priorities required the immediate
attention of the staff in some organizations.

W hen program directors left the organizations,
usually no information regarding the significance
or requirements of the survey was transmitted
to new directors. A total of 16 program direc-
tors left their organizations during this phase of
the survey.

There were reorganizations among CAP agencies.
Two grantees were changed and discontinued
participation in the survey

Some organizations found the requirements of
completing and cross-checking numerical entries
in a tabular form too complicated.



Sod organizations feared that the data would
used to criticize. them for conditions such as
staff positions remaining unfilled for an'extended
periOd of time.

(2) While Not Submitting Data for All Nine Periods of
the Study, Many Organizations Did Submit Sufficient
Mobility Data To Allow Estimates To 8e Nlade .

Out of 122 organizations originally contacted,,
51 organizations provided mobility data se '..fficien
for inctuskuxin the analysis.

Only 4-organizations submitted data for all .9
periods, while 4=7 organizations submitted inter-
mittent, but gufficient, data.

,
(3) \lore 'ham Half the Org izations Either Submitted

Insufficient Mobility Dat or Refused To Participate

Twenty-nine organizations submitt d no data.

Thirty - sever, organization's submitted s me data,
but not enough data to allow reasonable estimates
of mobility.

Five organizations refused to. participate.

This lack of response existed despite extensive
follow-up efforts by telephone and mail.

(4) Incorrect nonthly NIobility Summary Sheets Were
Nlanifestations of a Gellieral Problem in Data Reporting

The data collection instrument utilized to capture
mobility data was the Monthly Nlobility Summary
Sheet, shown in Appendix A. This sheet pro-
vided a test of the organizations' abilities to
process numerical data.

-3-
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Although a cross-check formula was provided
in the instructions to the Monthly. Mobility..Sum-
mary Sheet:, most' organizations made report-
ing errors which would not have appeared if they
had applied the cross-check formula.

Continuity from one report to the next Was often
destroyed by such errors as not bringing forward
the correct total staff-on-hand.

Basic information, such as the unduplitated
totals of staff members, was omitted from many
reports.

(5) Time Dela s Were Caused-b the Transmission of
Information Between Administrative Off' ces and Head
Start Centers

(

L

4.

ra

Confirmation of Employee Departure Question-
naires were utilized to obtain the organizations'
viewpoints on employe turnover.

Since the person most familiar with louver
employee was often located in a Head Start
center, this questionnaire frequently ade a
round trip between an administrativ office and
a center before being submitted to Booz, Allen.

.47

2. EXTENT OF MOBILITY

11'he prospective study analyzed information concerning the

outward mobility (turnover) and internal mobility (promotions,

demotions, and internal lateral transfers) for 51 Head Start orga-

nizations (grantees and delegate agencies) representing 37 Head

Start programs., Since mobility data for the retrospective phase

-4-



were reported by alma t three times the number of organizations

participating in the prospective phase, conclusions drawn from

the prospective data must be considered tenuous in comparison.

he available prospective mobility data have bean analyzed

on the basis of:
1r

T.)tal mobility rates, weighted to represent the
entire population of Head Start,. employees

Mobility rates by four strata within the program
sample

A (the largest programs)
13

C
I) (the smallest programs)

Mobility rates for professional/paraprofessional
positions

Mobility rates by Head Start component

(1) Overall Turn ver Rates Wer.c Higher in the Prospective
Study Than in .the Retrospective Study

The total turnover rate in the prospective study
was 16. O'':c and in the retrospective was.13. 4Te,
(a 3-year average).

The prospective turnover rates were higher in
every stratum than the retrospective to
rates.



(2) While the Turnover Rate for Professional Employees,
Remained Constant Between the Periods of the Two
Studies, The Turnover Rate fpr Paraprofessionals
Increased Substantial

The total turnover rates for professional
employees hovered around 14. 7% in both studies.

The total turnover rate for paraprofessionals
was 17. 3% in the pros*tive phase, as opposed
Aa_12,-4% in the retrospec`Uve phase.-

Job titles of professionals and paraprofessionals
are listed on Page A(4) of Appendix A.

(3) The Education Component Had the Highest Component
Turnover in the Prospective Phase

In the prospective phase, the education com-
ponent showed a turnover rate__of. 19. 3 %.

In the retrospective phase, the health and social
services components had the highest turnover
rates (15. 6% and 15.%).

(4) Promotion Rates Were Much Lower in the 'Prospective
Phase Than in the Retrospective Phase

The prospective phase total promotion rate was
2. 9%, compared to a 3-year average of 6. 9%
in the retrospective phase.

The prospective phase promotion rates are much
lower in each of ,the four strata than the corre-
sponding retrospective rates.

The apparent decline iri promotions may be
attributed to incomplete reporting by Head Start
organizations, since several large programs
reported no promotions during the prospective
phase.



(5) Administration Was the Only Component To Show
a Higher 1Vmotion Rate in the Prospective Phase
Than in theiletrosyective Ph;..se

The administration component promotion rate
increased slightly from 4. 41", to 4.

Nutrition was the component with the second
highest promotion rate (4. 8",'0) in the prospective
phase.

(6) Almost All Internal Laferal Transfer Rates.and
-Demotion Rate.s by Stratum Were Less Than 117,',, in
-the Prospective PhaSe

Only Stratum C (1. 6TJ had a demotion rate above

These rates are too low to have significance in
terms of program operations or policy.

(7) The Relationships Between Turnover Rates and
Promotion Rates by Stratum Are Consistent Between
the Retrospective and Prospective Phases

In both phases, turnover rates were:

Highest in Stratum I)
Second highest in stratum A
Third highest in Stratum C
Lowegt in Stratum B

In both phases, promotion rates were:

Greater in Stratum 13 than A
G reate r in Stratum C than Ii
Less in Stratum I) than C
Highest in C and lowest in A

-7-



3. CAUSES OF MOBILITY

Causes of mobility were addressed from both the. former

employees' and the organizations' view. As discussed in the

following paragraphs, these two viewpoints were in general

agreement.

(1) Individuals Decided To Become Employed in Head
Start Because The Liked Workin: With Children
and Because They Felt Head Start Allowed Them To
Do Something Useful for Others

More than half of the former employee responses
concerning the two most important reasons for
deciding to work in Head Start pertained to work-
ing with children Or helping other people.

w.

The third most frequently mentioned reason
was that the work seemed interesting.

(2) The Principal Reasons Why Individuals Leave Head
Start Are More Often Related to Personal
Circumstances Than to Dissatisfaction With the
Program or Attraction to Another Job

Both former employees and their organizations
listed reasons related to personal circumstances
in about 45',ic of the cases in which specific prin-
cipal reasons were given. l'e rso circum-
stances include:

Marriage
Personal or family responsibilities
Pregnandy
Illness
Moving away
Pursuit of f_ducation
Retirement

1



Former employees and their organizations were
also consistent with their proportions of de-
partures attributed to terminations or layoffs--
17TL in both cases.

The desire for a better job was the cause in
about 25° 1. of the cases, with the organizations
citing this reason more often than the former
employees.

Dissatisfaction_with_lie-ad-Sta-rt.or-a-mutual
employee/program decision was the cause of
turnover in about 12",C of the cases, with the
former employees diting this reason more
often than the organizations.

In response to a question probing for reasons
in addition to the principal reason for leaving
Ilead Start, former employees tended to cite
dissatisfaction with Bead Start more than ad-
ditional personal considerations,

(3) Teacher Turnover Was Frequently Related to the
Teacher's Own Decision To Leave, Whereas Teacher
Aide Departures Were 'More Frequently Attributed
to Decisions Out3ide of Their Own Control

The official reasons given for leaving Ilead Start
showed that the percentage of teachers leaving
to take a better job was 57T,,,. while the corre-
sponding percentage of teacher aides leaving
for that reason was 27.1,;,.

The reasons given also showed that in only 12(ro
of the teacher departures, the decision to leave
was outside of the teacher's exclusive control.
In contrast, 319", of the teacher aide departures
were attribute'.) to decisions outside of their own
control.



(4) \lore Than Half of the Employees Reported That Their
Feelings Toward the Program in Which They Worked
Changed During. Their _;mployment

The most frequent change was that employees
began to feel that supervisors were difficult to
work with.

Ougli feelingS often changed toward specific
programs, almost 90% of former employees
continued to believe that Head Start is a worth-
while ccmcept.

(5) Although Dissatisfaction With Head/Start Was Not the
Major Ca 9q, of Turnover, the Head Start Experiences
of Most ForT-ner Employees Include Some Areas of
Dissatisfaction

Former employees usually did not have upward
mobility while in Head Start. Almost two-thirds
reported that they had held only one position in
Bead Start.

More than half of the former employees reported
having had problems with supervisors and
co-workers.

Only 38% of the former employees received
enough of the type of training they desired.

(6) Organizations Felt That Fewer Than Half of the
Departures Had Any Impact otl the Programs

Only 44% of departures were considered to
have had im 9--tct on the program.

Nik

Helpful impact--9%
Harmful impact-35%



For the component in which the former employee
had worked, 55`;', of the departures were con-
sidered to have had impact.

Helpful impact-10'n
Harmful impact--45°:.

Almost two-thirds of the positions vacated had
been refilled when the Confirmation of Employee

-Departu-r4 QireStitinnatre-was-co-rupletecia_usually
within a month following the departure.

Vacancies were filled more often by external
hire than from within.

(7) Almost Half the Former Employees Were Em loyed
at Another Job at the Time They Completed the
Questionnaire

Of the former employees, 45% were employed.

Full time--35°:,
Part time- -10`;%

An additional 32% were looking for employment.

Of those employed, poi.1.,?(I that their
current work was similar to their Bead Start
work.

Salary considerations were.the most frequent
reasons cited in accepting other employment.
Of those respondents who provided a comparison
between their current salaries and their former
Head Start salaries, two-thirds said that their
current salaries were higner. 2

4 RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING DATA COLLECTION
FROM HEAD START ORGANIZATIONS

The experience in collecting data on a monthly basis from

Head Start organizations has shown that several factors must he



considered if additional reporting systems for Head Start organi-

v.-Aims are to be established.

(1)

(2)

(3)

There Must Be Incentives for the Organizations
To Comply With Reporting Requirements

Organizations must feel that the informatiOn .

supplied is ultimately of importance to them and
that they will be provided feedback of the kinds
of data which will enable them to improve their
operations or services.

If the-nature of the data will not allow such
importance or feedback, then compliance must
be mandated by higher authority.

The Effort To Be Ex ended in Meetin Re ortin.
Requirements Must Be Reasonable in Terms of Staff
Availability

In many organizations, a significant increase
in reporting requirements would require more
manpower than that now available within existing
staffs.

Before introducing more requirementS, an
assessment should be made of the total of
reporting requirements already imposed on
Head Start organizations

Training of Head Start Staff in the Proper Completion
)bf Reports Will He a Necessity for Most Reporting
[Systems

Providing instructions for the completion of
reports containing numerical data did not ensure



accuracy. Although a cross-check formula was
supplied for verifying accuracy, many organi-
zations submitted erroneous reports until the
verification process had been explained several
times.

If reporting requirements are at all compleX,
on-site training should be provided before
implementing the system.

-(-4)_ _The Nature and-Timing of the Data Required .Should
Dictate the -appropriateness of Establishing Ongoing
Reporting Requirements

Basic information that must be maintained on a
current basis in order for the Office of Child
Development to manage its affairs is appro-
priately obtained through a reporting system

Changes in grantees or delegate agencies
should be reported frequently, e.g. ,

monthly.

Changes in numbers of centers, children
enrolled, and staff sizes should be reported
regularly, but on a, less frequent basis,
e. g. , semiannually.

Special research 'm topics such as employee
mobility can be adequately :)btained through a
one-time study, as was the case in the retro-
spective "phase of this study.

In summary, in the prospective phase of the employee mo-

bility study: (1) turnover rates were found to have increased and

promotion rates to have decreased, although low response rates

greatly diminish the statistical significance of these rates; (2) a

-13-



larger amount of turnover continues to be caused by personal

circumstances than by program deficiencies; (3) the impact of

turnover continues to be either mild or nonexistent; and (4) the

capability of Head Start organizations to respond to extensive re-

porting requirements is generally lacking.



METHODOLOdY

This chapter discusses how the sample was selected for this

survey, the methodology of data collection, and responses of em-

ployees who left the Head Start organizations. The responses

of the organizations themselves are discussed in Chapter VI.

1. SAMPLE SELECTION

In the retrospective phase of this study, 70 programs were

selected on a stratified basis in accordance with ranking of Federal

funding of the programs. The population of Head Start programs

was divided into four strata, each representing 25"A of the total

1971 Head Start Federal funding. The sample was drawn as

follows:

Stratum

FedQ.ral Program
Funding

Range (000)
Number of Method

Programs Selected of Selection

A $2, 027 -13, 405 10 Selected to achieve
maximum geo-
graphic variation

$693-2,014 20 Random

$252-668 20 Random

$1-252 90 Random

-15-



The same 70 programs were also asked to participate in this

prospective phase of the study. During the retrospective phase,

all grantee organizations and selected delegate agency organiza-

tions were chosen to be visitea and to complete the Current Em-

ployee Questionnaires. In contacting the 124 selected organiza-

tions, it was learned that 2 grant-e e organizations did not have any

Head Start employees. The remaining 122 organizations thus be-

came the target of the prospective .phase methodology, which was

designed to track mobility in these organizations for the period of

December 1, 1972, through November 30, 1973.

2. METHODOLOGY OF DATA COLLECTION

Mobility information was gathered through use of three in-

struments, each included in Appendix A of this report:

Monthly Mobility Summary Sheet

Former Employee Questionnaire

Confirmation of Employee Departure
Questionnaire

The results from these questionnaires form the basis of our con-

4"

elusions concerning the extent, causes, and impacts of mobility for

purposes of this report. Because the retrospective study achieved

a z!luch higher response rate and included on-site interviews as



well as self-administered questionnaires, its findings should be

viewed as more cInelusive than the findings in this study.

(1) The.Monthl Mobility Summary Sheiji/Obebined Data
Concerning Turnover, ,Promotions, Demotions, an
lateral Transfers

*.

The Monthly Mobility Summary Sheet gathered data

similar to that obtained 'by Question 50 of th Al gate Agency ',)
Project Data QueFtionnaire utilized, in the retrospective

phase. I3ecause some individuals work in more than one

component, the unduplicated total line on the Monthly Mobility

Summary 8heet may differ from the sum ofthe*coniponent

totals. The form was designed to enat comput4.tions of

mobility at both the component and unduplicated total levels.

t

(2) The Confirmation of Employee Dmarture Questionnaires
and Former Employee Questionnaires Obtained Data
Concerning Causes of Mobility. From the Views of the
Organizations and

t
t4 Employees

These two questionnaires were slightly modified ver-

sions of the questionnaires of the same names utilized in the

retrospective study. The modifications consistedot the

F



addition of several questions as well 'as additional alternative

responses to existing questions. These changes were made

in order to:

Test additional variables relating to mobility
as uncovered in the r'etrospective study

Examine point-in-time perceptions of causes of
turnove by both the former employees and the
progr .superV Ps

Detect ahanges in employee feelings and attitude
between the time they respodded tq_the retro-.
spective study and the time they left head Start

,The Confirmation of Employee Departure Questionnaire
40

provided organizational perceptions of mobility impact as

1.1,' -11 as causes of mobility..

(3) Head Start Organizations Were Asked To Submit- the
Appropriate Questionnair s Each Month or Indicate
That No Changes in Staffing Had Occurred During
That Month

The NIonthly*Nlobility Summary Sheet along with appro-

priate Confirmation of Employee parture Questionnaires

were to be completed each month by each organization and

mailed to Booz, Allen. 4f no changes had occurred,- the

organization was requested to relay this information by phone

or by a prepaid return postcard.



(4) The Completed Confirmation of Employee Departure
Questionnaires Triggered the Mailing of Questionnaires
to Former Employees

The Confirmation of Employee Departure Questionnaires

provided the last known address of employees terminating

during the period of the prospective study. Using these

addresses, we mailed out Former Employee Questionnaires

along with self-addressed prepaid envelopes.

The extent of responses by Head Start organizations and our

follow-up efforts in contacting organizations that didnot respond

are .discussed in. the next chapter.

11



III. THE RESPONSE OF' HEAD START ORGANIZATIONS TO
ONGOING REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the:.

Response rate of Head Start organizations

Follow-up efforts extended in attempting to
achieve full participation in the survey

Organization reporting capabilities as evidenced
by the quality of data submitted and the timing
of submission

1. ORGANIZATION RESPONSE RATES PARTIALLY REFLECT
THE NATURE OF THIS STUDY AND ITS DEGREE (W
IMPORTANCE TO THE ORGANIZATIONS

Conclusions regarding the capability of Head Start orgies:Ibiza.-

tions to provide accurate data on a regular basis are lirifited by the

nature of this survey and the organizations' perception of the sig-

nificance of the survey. These limitations include:

Organizations indicated that they did no., feel
turnover was a critical problem, and therefore
they felt that information being collected was
not important.

Organizations felt that the requirements of the
retrospective phase were so extensive that they
had fulfilled their obligation to the survey.

-20-



There were additional problems that were ?to unique to this

.*survey and that could operate in the establishment of other report-__

ing systems:

Organizations lacked the staffs needed to com-
plete the report.

OthRr program priorities required the attention
of the staff.

When program directors left the organizations,
usually no information regarding the significance
or requirements of the survey was transmitted
to new directors. A total of 16 program direc-
tors left their organizations during this phase of
the survey.

There were reorganizations among CAP agencies.
'Iwo grantees were changed and discontinued
participation in the survey.

Some organizations found the requirements of
completing and cross-checking numerical entries
in a tabular form too complicated.

Some organizations feared that the data would
be used to criticize them for such conditions
as indicating that a staff position remained un-
filled for an extended period of time.

2. ALTHOUGH FIM ORGANIZATIONS REPORTED DATA FOR
ALL NINE REPORTING PERIODS OF THE STUDY, MANY
SUBMITTED SUFFICIENT DATA TO ALLOW ESTIMATES
TO BE MADE OF THE DATA THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN
SIGNIFICANTIN THE MISSING REPORT

A total of 51 organizations out of the 122 originally contac'-c.e'

proyided data sufficient for inclusion in the analysis. Of these,



four submitted data for all nine months. The remaining 47 sub-

mitted reports intermittently, but frequently enough to allow the

missing reports of intervening months to be reconstructed from

the available data.

3. MORE THAN HALF OF THE ORGANIZATIONS WERE
EXCLUDED FROM THE ANALYSIS EITHER BECAUSE
THEY SUB1IITTED INSUFFICIENT DATA OR BECAUSE
THEY REFUSED TO PARTICIPATE

Seventy-one organizations were excluded from the analysis.

The reasons for exclusion were:.

Submitted no data--29

Submitted some data but not consistently during
the 9 months--37

Refused to participate--5
..\

It should be noted, in contrast, that only one Head Start or-

ganization completel:,, refused ta,partfripate in the retrospective

phase. The smaller partie.ipation in the prospective phase may

he attributed to the same factors as were discussed \O\ Section 1

of this (Thapter.

0



4. AN EXTENSIVE FOLLOW P WAS CONDUCTED BY
TELEPHONE AND BY IL

The following paragraphs detail the chronol y of the follow-

up effort involved in this survey:

During the first month of the survey, all organi-
zations were contacted by phone to urge their
participation in the survey.

During the following two months, otily those
organizations that failed to submit the material
by the deadline were contacted by phone.

During the summer months, 'no follow-up was
conducted.

A follow-up letter was mailed to all organiza-
tions at the end of the summer to urge their con-
tinued participation in the survey.

After the deadline of the September report, all
organizations were again contacted by mail,
either to acknowledge Booz, Allen's receipt of
the report or to urge the organization to sub-
mit the report.

5. INCORRECT MOBILITY SHEETS WERE MANIFESTATIONS
OF' A GYLNERAL PROBLEM IN DATA REPORTING

Often the organizations sent incomplete Monthly Mobility

Summary Sheets. The most common error was neglecting to com-

plete line 10, "Unduplicated Totals," which was to have indicated

the total staff size. This information was essential since often an



individual served in more than one component, and inaccuracies

would have resulted if totals were calculated simply by summing

the component entries.

Several other types of errors occurred frequently:

Simple arithmetic errors occurred and could be
corrected by reviewing the summary sheets.

Totals were not correctly carried over from the
previous month.

Organizations did not follow the formula that was
provided in the instructions for the summary
sheets and that would have allowed columns to
be checked 'against each other.

Most of the errors necessitated returning the mobility sheets

o the agency and asking that they be corrected. This caused the

organization to fall behind in its report submissions when the

effort to review and correct the previous month's report overlapped

with the current month.

6. MATERIALS THAT WERE SENT 13ETW::EN THE CENTERS
AND THE ORGANIZATIONS' ADMINISTIATIVE OFFICES
ENTAILED A CONSIDER,ABLE TIME LAG

Confirmation of Employee Departure Questionnaires were

sent to the organizations' administrative offices with the expecta-

tion that they be completed by each former employee's supervisor.

This person was frequently located in one of the centers. In such
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cases, the questionnaire was sent from the administrative office

to the center and back to the administrative office before being

returned t Boo , Allen. This process sometimes involved more

than a month and often caused the mobility report to be late.

In addition, some Confirmation of Employee Departure

Questionnaires were returned to Booz, Allen without the former

employees' addresses. These qUestionnaires had to be sent back

to the Head Start organizations to obtain complete information.

:!:

In view of the fact that only 4 of 122 organizations submitted

mobility sheets for all 9 reporting periods as requested, it ap-

pears that .:xtensive reporting requirements of- this nature placed

upon Head Start organizations would not result in a comprehensive

and accurate flow of information to national headquarters. Recom-

mendations concerning reporting systems are discussed in Chapter

VII.



IV. EXTENT OF MOBILITY

This chapter dissiusses the mobility patterns of employees

in Head Start programs, based on a statistical analysis of the data

reported it the prospective phase of the study. The analysis fo-

cuses on two general Modes of employee mobility:

Outward mobility (turnover)

Internal mobility (promotions, demotions, and
internal lateral transfers)

The chapter is organized into the following sections:

The measurement of mobility

Outward mobility by stratum and component

Internal mobility by stratum and component

Comparisons of mobility between prospective
and retrospective phases

Because adequate information was reported by only 51 orga-

nizationS in the prospective phase, compared with 144 in the retro-

spective phase, the analysis of the extent bf mobility presented in

this chapter is less comprehensive than the analysis presented in

the retrospective pnasc. As a result of the low response rate,
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the statistical uncertainty of the data from the prospective phase is
ti

increased by several ordef.s of magnitude. This increased un-

certainty makes the projection of conclusions regarding the extent

of mobility in all Head Start programs quite tenuous.

In addition, the low response rate in the prospective phase

significantly reduces the validity of comparing mobility in 1973

with the data from previous years as reported in the retrospective

phase of the study. Consequently, the report limits the extent of

the comparisons of the prospective data with the data presented

in the retrospective phase report. Included are comparisons of

mobility reported by those 44 organizations for which adequate

data were submitted in both phases of the study. (Seven organiza-

tions reporting adequate data in the prospective phase did not

submit adequate data for purposes of the retrospective analysis.)

1, THE MEASUREMENT OF MOBILITY

This section discusses the analytical approach and the sta-

tistical techniques used to determine the extent of mobility ob-

served in the prospective study, which covered the 12-month

period of December 1, 1972, through November 30, 1973.



(1) The Extent of Employee Mobility Is Analyzed on a
"Program" l3asis

......
In this report, a distinction is drawn between "Pro- Pi.

gram" and "Organization:"

"Program" refers to the Head Start staff and
activities of a grantee agency and of its associ-
ated delegate agencies

"Organization" refers to any one of the entities
involved in a particular Head Start program,
e. g. :

A grantee agency Ilr ad Start staff

A delegate agency Head Start staff ,in-..--
eluding center personnel)

In two instances, "Program" and "OrganizatiOn"
become interchangeable:

When a program has no, delegate agencies,
i. e., all center personnel are employees
of the grantee agency

When a program has no Head Start per-
sonnel in the grantee agency and it has
only one delegate agency

Although information was collected by organization,

data relating to the extent of mobility are reported on a pro-

gram basis so that mobility can be projected by stratum and.
region for the entire Head Start population.
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(2) The Data Reported in This Chapter Represent the
Mobility Reported by 37 Head Start Programs From
a Stratified Sample

The reported programs are a stratified cross section
1

of Head Start programs.

Exhibit I, following this page, compares the
regional distribution of the reported programs
with that of the total population of Head Start
programs (1971 Office of Economic Opportunity
data).

The reported programs represent approximately
4.2% of the total population of programs.

The data for the 37 programs, presented in the pro-

spective phase, are derived from data accumulated from 51

Head Start organizations, including both grantee and dele-

gate agencies. Details regarding, the use of stratifying

techniques in sample selection were presented in Chapter II.

(3) Data From Programs in Which Not All Delegate
Agencies Were Sampled Were Adjusted To Represent
the Total Staff Sizes of These Programs

In some cases, data were accumulated from less than

100110 of the delegate agencies in a program. In these in-

stances, the data were expanded to represent the total em-

ployees in the programs. These adjustments were necessary

so that all programs could be represented-by their actual

number of total employees.
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EXHIBIT I

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

111.7AD START PROGRAMS BY REGION

All Head Start Programs

STRATI'M

Region
A 13 (' I)

Total
1 1 2 9 4'34 66

II 2 4 11 51 68

III 1 5 22 61 89
4

,
24 55 100 183

V 3 6 18 108 135'
VI 1 14 27 90 132

VII - 4 13 39 56

VIII - 1 4 38 43 .
IX 1 8 17 27 53

X 1 - 6 31 38

Total 14 68 182 599 863

Reported Sample Programs

STRATUM
A B (' I)

Region Total
I - 1 3 4

I1 1 - - - 1

III 1 - 2 3 6

IV - 5 3 1 9

\- 1 1 2 ? 4

VI - - - 2 2

VIT - 1 1 - 2

VIII - 1 - 1 2

IX 1 3 - - 4

X 1 - 1 1 3

Total 5 11 8 13 37



The adjustments were made b :r using "program weight-

ing factors." The "weighting factor" for a program was

calculated by dividing the average number of employees in

the program during the prospective phase by the number of

employees for which prospective mobility data were reported.

All staff:positions and mobility data in a program were mul-

tiplied by the program's weighting factor. The program

factors used in the prospective phase are shown inExhibit

H, following this page. For other pi-ograms, it was not

necessary to use program weighting factors because the

reported data encompassed all thl employees of the programs.

The use of program weighting factors allows each pro-

gram to be represented by its actual number of total em-

ployees without changing the mobility rates reported for

each program. This is true because in applying weighting

factors both the numerator (number of turnovers or pro-

motions) and the denominator (number of reported employees)

are multiplied by the same number. The only effect of pro-

gram weighting factors is to make all programs comparable

by representing their relative size by their actual number of

employees.
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EXHIBIT II (1)

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

PROGRAM WEIGHTING FACTORS

ST iiAT NT- A

1330

.

=

10.64

6.34

3.47

2.89

4.30

2.86

6.75

2.42

3.71

18. 26

Agency for Child Development, New York, New York

United Planning Organization, Washington, D. C.

Chicago Committee on Urban Opportunity, Chicago, Illinois

Greater 1.os Angeles Community Action, Los Angeles, California

City and County Consortium, Seattle, Washington

ST IZICT I>

125
526

83
910
262

1525
528
202

47

186Community Relations/Social Development Committee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Denver Head Start, Denver, Colorado

Orange County Community Action Council
Santa Ana, California

Rivei-side County Schools
Riverside, California

Dependency Prevention Commission of San Bernardino
San Bernardino, California

65

297
44

104
43

204
55

347
19



EXHIBIT II (2) '

STRATUM C.,

122
=

=

1.08

2.21

2. 20

c

Montgomery County Department of Community
Development;
Rockville, Maryland

STRATI-Al I)

113

42Ahisleunn-(sceana CAA P
Muskegon, Michigan z
Kno-110-Co Tri County CAA
W arsaw, Ohio

19

22
10

3C4



After program weighting factors were applied, staff

position and mobility data fron:, all programs in a given

stratum were summed, giving the total mobility data for the

stratum sample.

(4) Data'in Each tratum Were Adjusted To Represent
the Total Em oyees in the Population Contained.in
the Stratum

To make the data in a stratified sample statistically

comparable, the data in each stratum must be adjusted so

that the sample programs 4n each stratum become a repre-

sentation of all Head Start programs in the stratum. Even

when the sample size is much smaller than expected, as is

the case in this prospective phase, no valid comparisons can

be made until the data are adjuted to represent the relative

size of each stratum. As in the retrospective phase of the

study, the reported sample of programs in Strata A, B, and

C represents a much larger percentage of total programs

than is repregented by the sample program in Stratum D.

Simply adding the stratified data, without adjusting for rela-

tive stratum size, would give unrepresentative emphasis to

rt14)bility in the larger programs.
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The statistica(technique used to analyze a stratified

sample is to multiply the data in each stratum by a weighting

factor so that the data in each stratum are statistically

comparable.

Each stratum weightile factor was calculated by
dividing the total number of programs in the
stratum by the number of= reported sample programs.

The total number.of programs in each stratum
was calculated from the, 1971 0E0 data, which
were the bases of the sample selected. In a
similar manner, weighting factors were calcu-
lated for programs within regiotis within strata.

All staff positions and mobility data in a stratum
were multiplied by the stratum's weighting factor
to give weighted total turnover and_promotion
rates for the stratum.

The stratum and region weighting factors used
in the prospective phase are shown in Exhibit
III, following this page.

The use of stratum weighting factors does not affect

the mobility rates within each stratum since the some

weighting factors are applied to both numerators and denom-

inators. Their only effect is to make the data in all four

strata statistically comparable.

After stratum weighting factors were applied, the

weighted total numbers of staff positions and mobility data

were summed for all four strata, giving,the weighted total

mobility .rates for all programs.
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Region

,11

III

I'

V

V I

VII

Vili

IX

X

2
1

1

1

3
1

1

1

1

A

1

1

=1

24
5

6

4

1

EXIIII3IT III

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

WEIGHTING FACTORS
BY STRATUM .AND REGION

Stratum
13 C I)

= 4.8

°

4

1

= 2.57

Total 14 ,- 2.80 68 = 6.18
Weighting 5 11

Factors by
Stratum

9 54
,0.. 3- = 18

1

ea

22 = 11
2

61 = 20.33
3

35
100=

100= 18.33
1

13 = 13

108=
549

90 ^ 45
2

38 = 38
1

6 31
=431

182 = 22.75
13

599 = 46.08



2. OUTWARD MOBILITY BY STRATUM AND COMPONENT

This section presents an analysis of the outward mobility,

or turnover, reported in the prospective phase. Turnover rates

are presented:

B,.7 stratum
For professional and paraprofessional employees
By program component

Turnover rates are not analyted on a geographic basis by region,

as they were in the retrospective phase. Such analysis was not

possible because programs did not report data in too many of the

strata in each of the 10 regions. Insufficient data were reported

for 18 of the 40 possible geographic combinations (10 regions times

4 strata in each region), or 45% of the total combinations.

(1) Turnover Rates Were Determined in the Same Manner
ais in the Retrospective Phase of the Study

A program's turnover rale is calculated as the total

number of reported turnovers divided by the average number

of staff positions repot Led on the Nionthly Mobility Summary

Sheets during the prospective phase. Turnovers include los-

ses due to resignation or termination and losses due to lateral

transfers out of Head Start.



(2) Overall Turnover Rates Reported in the Prospective
Phase Were Higher Than Those in the Retrospective
Phas e

The weighted total turnover rates for each stratum

for both professional and paraprofessional employees are

shown in Exhibit IV, following this page. Both prospective

phase turnover rates and average retrospective phase rates

are presented.

The weighted total turnover rate for the prospective

phase is 16. 0 %, compared with a three-year average of 13.4%
r

in the retrospective phase of the study. Total turnover rates

in each of the four strata are also higher in the prospective

phase than they were in the retrospective phase. Because
.

the prospective phase mobility rates were calcailated from
It

a much smaller number of programs, the higher reported

turnover rate may not be indicative of an actual increase in

outward mobility among all Head Start programs during

(3) The Prospective Phase Data Show Shifts in Turnover
Rates Between Professional and Paraprofessional
Employees

The definitions used for the terms "professional" .and

"paraprofessional" are the same as those tsed in the
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EXHIBIT IV

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

WEIGHTED TOTAL TURNOVER RATES
BY STRATUM

Professional

Retrospective Phase

Total

Prospective Phase
.

Tota
(3 year average)

Paraprofessional Professional
(1973)

Paraprofessional

Stratum A 16.9% 12,6n 14.4% 17.6% 18.3% 18. C

Stratum B 10.0% 6.9% 8.1% 5.1% 12.5% 9.3

Stratum C 12.4 12.35 12.45. 13.0% 20.3% 16.

Stratum D 20.5% 19,7% 20.0% 28.2% 22.3% 25.1

TOTALS 14.8% 12.45 13,4% 14.6% 17.3% 16.

J



retrospective phase of the study. Professional employees

are defined as employees who were in supervisory capacities

or were component heads. This includes all teachers and

all administrative personnel other than secretaries or clerks.

All other employees are defined as paraprofessionals. These

definitions were standardized so that data from all reporting

programs would be comparable.

In the retrospective phase, turnover rates for profes-

sional employees were higher than those for paraprofes-

sionals in all four strata, as was shown in Exhibit IV. In

the prospective phase, turnover rates are higher for profps

sional employees in only one stratum, Stratum B. The

weighted total turnover rate for professional employees is

almost identical in the retrospective and prospective phases

(14. 8% versus 14.6%), but the total turnover rate reported

for paraprofessionals is higher in the prospective phase:

(17. 3% versus 12.4%).

Because of the small number of programs reporting in

the prospective phase, it cannot be said with certainty

whether the reported data actually reflect a nationwide in-

crease in turnover among paraprofessional employees in

1973.
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(4) Prospective Phase Turnover Is Highest in the
Education Component

Exhibit V. following this page, presents weighted

total turnover rates by component for both the retrospective

and prospective phases of the study. Turnover rates in five

of nine components--education, parent involvement, nutri-

tion, administration, and psychological--are higher in the

prospective phase than they were in the retrospective phase.

In the prospective phase, the education component shows

the highest turnover rate (19.3%); in the retrospective phase,

health and social.-services had the highest turnover rates

(15. 6% and 15. 7 %).

3.

Again, because of the much smaller data base in the

prospective phase, it cannot be said whether or not these

figures represent a significant increase in turnover among

all Head Start teachers and teacher aides during the past

year.

INTERNAL MOBILITY BY STRATUM AND COMPONENT

This section presents an analysis of the internal mobility

reported in the prospective phase of the study. Internal mobility

includes promotions, demotions, and internal lateral transfers.

Promotion rates are presented by stratum and by Head Start
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EXHIBIT V

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

WEIGHTED TOTAL TURNOVER RATES BY COMPONENT

Retrospective Phase Prospective Phase
(3-Year Ave. ) (1973)

Education 14.8% 19.3%

Health 15.6 7.0

Social' Services 15.7 11.1

Parent Involvement 11.8 -- 15.2

Nutrition 10.2 16.8

Staff Training 14.3 7. 6

Volunteer 7.6 3.7

Administration . I
9.0 - 15.8

Psychological 8.0 16. 5

rotal 13.4% 16.0%



component. Internal lateral transfer rates and demotion rates

are presented only by stratum. - Because of the lack of adequate

data, as was discussed in the introduction to Section 2, prospec

tive phase internal mobility is not analyzed on a geographic basis.

Promotion rates are calculated in the same manner as was

used in the retrospective phase of the study. A program's promo-

tion is equal to the total number of reported promotions

divided by the average of staff positions reported during

the prospective phase. Internal lateral transfer rates and demo-

tion rates were determined in a similar manner.

(1) Promotion Rates in All Four Strata Are Much Lower
in the Prospective Phase

Weighted total promotion rates by stratum are pre

sented in Exhibit VI, following this page. Both prospective

phase promotion rates and average retrospective phase rates

are presented.

The weighted total 'iromotion rate for the prospective

phase is 2. 9%, compared with a three-year average of 6. 9%

in the retrospective phase. Promotion rates are also much

lower in each of the four strata for the prospective phase.

These very low turnover rates reported in the prospec-

tive phase appear to be the result, in part, of incomplete
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EXHIBIT VI

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

WEIGHTED TOTAL PROMOTION RATES BY STRATUM

Retrospective Phase Prospective Phase
(3-Year Ave.)

o

(1973)

Stratum A 6.3% 1.1%

Stratum B 7.4 2.4

Stratum C 9. 0 5.2

Stratum D 4.4 3.2

Total 6.9% 2.9%

370,



reporting by Head Start organizations. For example, none

of the .organizations participating in the study from the Head

Start programs in New York City, Chicago, or Washington,

I). C. , repor -d even ngle promotion during the time

period covered in the prospective phase.

(2) Promotion Rates Reported in the Prospective Phase
Are Lower Thin Those in the Retrospective Phase
in Every Component Except Administration

Exhibit VII, following this page, presents weighted

total promotion rates by component for both the retrospec

tive and prospective phases of the study. Promotion rates

in every component are lower in the prospective phase than

in, the retrospective phase, except in the administration

component where the promotion rate increased from 4.4%

to 4. 9%. The two components which show the highest promo -

tion rate in the prospective phase are nutrition (4.8%) and

administration (4.9%). These components ranked fifth and

eighth, rrtspectively, in promotion rates of components in

the retrospective phjase.

Because of the small number of programs which

participated in the prospective phase and the apparently

. incomplete reporting of promotions by those which did par-

ticipate, it is impossible to tell whether these data reflect
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EXHIBIT VII

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

WEIGHTED TOTAL PROMOTION RATES BY COMPONENT

Education

Retrospective Phase Prospective Phase
(3-Year Ave.)

7.5%

(1973)

3.4%

Health 5.7 1.4

Social Services 6. 9 1.8

Parent Involvement 4. 9 1 . 5

Nutrition 6.1, 4.8

Staff Training 13.2 0

Volunteer 6.4 0

Administration 4.4 4.9

Psychological 0.4 0

Total 6. 9n 2.9n'



any actual shifts in promotions by component among all

Head Start programs thrloughout the nation during 1973,

(3) Internal Lateral Transfer Rates a emotion Rates
Reported in the Prospective Phas" re Very Low
in All Strata

Exhibit VIII, lowing this page, presents prospective

phase rates of internal lateral transfers and demotions. No

comparisonr.: with the retrospective phase are possible

because these data were not analyzed in the retrospective

phase of the study.

As the e%hibit shows, all strata have internal lateral

transfer-rates of less than 1%, and only Stratum C (1.6%)

has a total demotion rate above 1%. These rates are too

low to be of significance in terms of their impact on program

operations or policy. In fact, within the limits of statistical

significance, the rates in all strata are effectively zero.

4, COMPARISONS OF MOBILITY BETWEEN PROSPECTIVE
AND RETROSPECTIVE PHASES

The two previous sections have presented mobility data from

the prospective phase of the study in a manner similar to that

presented in the retrospective phase. This section will make

several other comparisons of the data in order to gauge the
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EXHIBIT VIII

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

"INTERNAL
TOTAL DEMOTION AND

"INTERNAL LATERAL TRANSFER RATES
BY STRATUM

Prospective Phase*
Internal Lateral Transfer Rate Demotion Rate

Stratum A 0. 2% O. 1%...

Stratum B 0.3% 0.4%

I
Stratum C 0.5% 1.6%0

Stratti; D 0 O. 6%

TOTAL 0.3% 0.6%

Data not analyzed in retrospective phase of the study

!9a.
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significance of the prospective phase data and to test their con-

sistency with the data from the retrospective phase. The following

two questions of comparability between the prospective and retro-

spective phases will be examined:

Are the relationships between turnover rates and
promotion rates found in the retrospective phase
also found in the prospective phase ?

How do turnover rates and promotion rates change
between the retrospective phase and the prospec-
tive phase for those organizations which pro-
vided mobility data in both phases?

(1) The Relationships Between Turnover Rates and
Promotion Rates by Stratum Are Consistent Between
the Retrospective and the Prospective Phases of the

-Study

A graphical representation of the relationships between

turnover rates and promotion rates by stratum is presented

in Exhibit IX, following this page. As the exhibit shows,

. the relationships which were found between turnover rates and

promotion rates by, stratum in the retrospective phase were

repeated in the prospective phase. Although turnover rates

were consistently higher in the prospective phase, in both

phases turnover rates declined between Strata A and B,

rose from Stratum B to C and again to D, and reached their

highest level in Stratum D.
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EXHIBIT IX

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TURNOVER
RATES AND PROMOTION RATES BY STRATUM

PROSPECTIVE
PHASE

TURNOVER RATES

RETROSPECTIVE PHASE

to. RETROSPECTIVE PHASE

001.
1°""11.-"'"i.p..._. PROMOTION RATES

PROSPECTIVE ."41

PHASE

A S C
STRATUM

KEY:
RETROSPECTIVE PHASE (3 YEAR AVERAGE)

PROSPECTIVE RtIASE (1973)



Likewise, promotion rates in both phases of the study

change consistently between strata. In both phases promotion

rates rose from Stratum A to B and C and declined between

Strata C and I). These findings tend to confirm the rela-

tionships between turne,,rer and promotions presented in the

retrospective phase report.

(2) The Changes in Turnover Rates by Year Between the
Retrospective and Prospective Phases Are Consistent,
But the Changes in Promotion Rate by Year Are Not

Exhibit X, following this page, provides a graphical

presentation of changes in weighted total turnover rates and

promotion rates by year, including both retrospective and

prospective phase data. The exhibit shows that the total

turnover rate calculated for the prospective phase (1973)

follows the same pattern of increasing from year to year

found in the three years of retrospective data.

The total promotion rate calculated for the prospective

phase does not follow the pattern of increasing annually as

shown in the retrospective phase. Instead, the total reported

promotion rate declines significantly between 1972 and 1973.

As mentioned earlier, because of the much smaller number

of programs which participated in the prospective phase and

the apparently incomplete reporting of promotions by those
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EXHIBIT X

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

CHANGES IN TURNOVER RATES AND
PROMOTION RATES 131 YEAR

... ";.

TURNOVER RATES

PROMOTION RATES

1970A 1971A 1972A 19738

YEAR,

A RETROSPECTIVE PHASE DATA

B PROSPECTIVE PHASE DATA



1

I
which did participate, it is not.possible to say whether the

prospective phase promotion data reflect any actual decline

in promotions among all Head Start programs during 1973.

(3) A Comparison of Those Organizations Which
Participated in Both Phases of the Study Indicates
That the Overall Turnover Rate,Was Essentially
Unchanged Between 1972 and 1973

A final means of comparing retrospective and pro-

spective phase data is the analysis of mobility for only those

organizations which participated in both phases of the study.

Exhibit XI, following this page, presents turnover and pro-

motion rates for these 44 organizations. All organizations

which participated in only one of the two phases of the study

have been excluded from this analysis.

4

This exhibit shows that the average retrospective phase

turnover rate for these 44 organizations is higher than the

turnover rate for all retrospective phase orga izations

(16. 6% versus 14. 6%). These data suggest that the retro

spective phase organizations which participated in the

prospective phase were not a typical sample of all retro-

spective phase organizations in that their 1972 turnover rates

were higher than average.



EXHIBIT XI

Office of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

COMPARISON OF MOBILITY RATES FOR 44
ORGANIZATIONS WHICH PARTICIPATED IN TIOTII

PHASES OF THE STUDY

Number of
Average Turnover Rates Average Promotion Rates

Retrospective Prospective Retrospective Prospective
'atuth Organization 3 (1972) lit1973) (1972) (1973)

A 11 19. 6% 19. 8% . 7.4% 1.1%

B 13 17.3% 15. 1% 7.2% 1.4 %4

C 8 12. 5% 12. 7% IC. 8% 3.7%

0 12 17.0% 22.7% 4.0% 1.8%

.1 Strata
1

1 44 16.6% 17.6% 7.4% 2.0%

Sighted
>tali, for all
'ograms 14.6% 16.0% 8.7% 2.9%

`)TES: (1) All mobili/y rates are unweighted averages except the weighted totals for
all programs.

(2) Detailed mobility rates by organization are presented in Appendix B.



The exhibit also shows that in Strata A and C turnover

among the 44 organizations %vas essentially the same between

1972 and 1973 (19.6% versus 19.8% and 12,5% versus 12.7%);

in Stratum 13, turrover was higher in 1972 than 1973 (17.3%

versus 15.1%); and in Stratum D, it was lower in 1972 than

1973 (17. 0% versus 22. 7%). The overall average turnover

rate for the 44 organizations increas-A slightly between the

two years (16.6% to 17.6%). However, the inconclusive

trends shown within each stratum suggest that the best in-

terpretation of the prospective phase turnover rate is that,

within the range of statistical significance, it represents

essentially no change in the extent of turnover reported

between 1972 and 1973.

Exhibit XI also shows that the organizations which

participated in both phases of the study had a lower average

promotion rate than the weighted total for all retrospective

phase programs (7, 4% versus 8. 7 %), This lower ',than

average 1972 promotion rate suggests that these organiza-

tions were also atypical retrospective phdse organizations

with regard to promotions.

Even though these organizations had lower than

average pro.notion rates in the retrospective phase, their
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reported prospective phase (1973) promotion rates droppPd

significantly in every stratum.. However, the apparent in-

complete reporting of prospective phase promotions, men-

tioned earlier, precludes the drawing of conclusions regard-

int; actual changes in promotion rates between 1972 and 1973.

This chapter has presented an analysis of the extent of mo-

bility reported during the prospective phase of the study and a

comparison of prosperthve phase and retrospective phase data.

The next chapter discusses the causes of mobility from the view-

point of Head Start employees.
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V. CAUSES OF MOBILITY: THE EMPLOYEES' VIEW

This chapter examines the responses of former employees to

the Former Employee Questionnaire, which appears in Appendix A.

The responseS to this questionnaire are presented in Exhibit XII,

following this page, and provide the basis for the analysis in this

chapter.

The Former Employee Questionnaire was mailed to 622 for-
_ mer employees (representing 73 organizations) identified by the

organizations participating in the study. A total of 179.question-

naires were returned, representing a 28% response. This is

slightly lower rate of response than the 35% who returned the

questionnaire in the retrospective phase.

The purpose in contacting former employees was to obtain

the individual employee's perspective conceng the causes of

mobility to provide a contrast to the organization's perspectiire.

The organization's viewpoint is discussed in Chapter VI.

Five topics are discussed in this chapter:

A comparison between the reasons given for
entering and for leaving Head Start
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1. ay..' dui You leave livad start '

-'
38. 55 0-10 weeks
37. 4:t 11-20 weeks

8.'14 21-30 weeks
31-40 weeks

1.11 Over 40 weeks
8.38 answer

2a, 11a.- it lur decision to leave Head Start-

70715
22, 35

6,71 No answer

EVIIII1T XII (1)

4-1-" fievelormient
Department of health. I 'AlueatiIn, and Welfare

F.N1r1.i)1TI: (11

2b. If You decided to leave, how long before you left Head start did you decide to leave''

64. 57 0-10 weeks
12. 60 11-20 weeks
.0.29 21-40 weeks
0. VI liver 40 weeks

., 15. 75 No answer

1\ hat was Your last position with !lead start

'
4.717 social Work Aide

11.73 ( 'ook Aide
5, 50 Driver
1.12 Education Director
n. 56 Health Aide
1.35 Maintenance
0. 56 Medical Director
0. 56 Nurse Administrator
0.56 Nurse
0. 56 Nutrition Director
1. 12 Nutritionist
2.23 Program Director

hologist or Speech Therapist
1.68 Social Service Director
2.33 Social Worker
7.26 !lead Teacher

23, 46 .Teacher
20. 11 Teacher ide/Assistant Teacher

56 Career Development Speialist
0, 56 Volunteer l'oordinator
2. 7'1 elinical/Secretarial
0. 56 Uesnurce Teacher/Consultant
1. 12 Assistant Director
2,2'1 ()tiler 1;irfc tor
1. NI, answer

MVO

.1



How man \ earlier pusitiork; did ou have with Head r-1ta et

1

None or no answer

.11). \ \ hat were the earlier p()7iition,-: with Ileac( Stnt"

i.

1. "i5
1..15
2.70
I. 15
1. 35
2.70
1. 35
1.

".). -11

17.7;7
2!). 7 :

1.25
2.70
.4.05

1. 3:")

2.70
2.70
2.70

Aide
ide

()rivr
I:duration
%I.kintenatioe
Nu ,
Vit ionist
l'arnt ("01)rdinatii
1,11wratn 1)treetor
1.-;eli,)11,inet (n. ',pecoli Therapist
11.:1:11"(:acher
I.al her
Tea, her .1111,-1.1:-;,-;istant eneher
'a rev r Ikvel()Inent `-prialis1

"-;erretarial
\ (duntet
It(:,;(1urr eaclier/ConAultant
t urriultini (*(m)rdinator
.1ssi.stant 4irector
( Ithr Di retor
I inatice and linsine:46 \lana)znient

5a. \\ ..uur first

FA). \titilbtr.,f

N,) an-wt

'35. 2`f
11. 76
5,23
3.2(3 'f'

.12.48

,I1)w ..v!;rklatz full time"

f-:

Anze.Wt'r

fit). wit. 1):111. 11111(

10761

N'. irliWCr*

1:X111111T \II (21



ri x%L.1.1:17112, arc

N.
I .1.11iine ,n11 1-.17. It:11-11::1
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\,)1 tnttt.n,ted 777 a it

rt.
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1):1.*( .Irt orknt.
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t
t

I. ,!., 1)ri..
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2, i
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-tqf.
1, 12 .1,:nifacturinu,
j. 1.1 ht.!. (1)7.7)Itas:4i(171:11)

I Yttlor 4-r%-ice..-; (Nntlprofessiwiall
.51. -10 \7)
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Eximirr ."hl (41

12, tk hat were original reasons for deciding to w-ork in Head ' (Cheek two best answer.

16.;1
2.56
2,24
U. '6
2.24

O. ;2
2,7,r1

.20,45
14

4 .1

1. '11
8, 43

I In,:
Ihe pa-. seemed good
The chances to 20 ahead -e mod Vtioti

people there 6eernt.(i ni,
The rait^i- seemed good
;rho %%vulid easy

family and friends thought it was a good lob
Attath iol,

l It-t do ti ;. rut things for other neople
like.! ..vorkitle with children

I'he huurs Nver. vnod
tither
\.. answer

I
towr,rd (lead Start change during the ti:ne von 'Yell. working for the program

(It Q..:t.stion 14 also,

s
1n. 22 No
7, (2 No answt'r

14, I b.v. did feelings about Head 'start change*" (Check the two best answers.

0768 Decided the work was not interesting

52 Derided the pay was to low

84 i)ecided.the chances to get ahead were not good

Decided !lead Start supervisors were difficult to work for

t. 16 Decided !lead .'tart we'rt difficult to work with

1,36 Decided the training was not ,--) useful

3.4.1 1)v, ided the work demanded too !nu( h of pl time

14. 2't :,I) was very un:ertainthat did not know lov, long the program
woulI Iat

72 De( Wed the %%ork I was domg 11.'3, not really helping other people

in, 2n rsided that I was spending ton much time on things that were not important

1.08 tiller

7. -1V, 1)(.e..ded proz rat-. :!.,)nls v.ere ty.t rarrled out

No anst.vet



R.:NH[1.111 NIl (5)

11 hat was the /%13:-,!1 given for your leaving Head 'tart"

6:I)
0.
2.7.1
1. 12
0..736

11. 17
1. tilt
0.
a.6);
0. -16
1.

1. 1
' 3.'11

73. To

7.!;2

1. 15
8. 38
2:2-i
1. !2

1%61
1..80

Pa% too low
ouldn't get the training i wanted

Didn't get along with supervisors
Didn't get along with co-workers

chance for promotion
Pound a better lob
Didn't like to work
}lead -;art didn't have enough money to keep me
The irib didn't Also my skills very well
liangerousIunpleasant location of Rib
Program dues not do thing's It should
People hae problems getting things done in ../rogram
Personal lus family responsibilities
Pregnancy
To pursue education
Illness

terminated/fird
'.10,,..ed away
Retired
Program f position terminated
Not qualified for position
Instability of program
V) answer
tnlier

re, - pf."I

16. Did you have other reasons'.' iheck one, two, or three most important -aliswers.

1078 Pay was too tow
.3.46 flours were too short
1.0; couldn't get the training I wanted
6. '1 Didn't get 41ong with supervisors
1.:30 Didn't get along with co-workers
/4 66. Nn chance lfor promotion

7n Found a better Job
4. 76 Poor !wog am equipment/supplies
0.4 3 Didn't like to work
2. 60 Head titart didn't have enough money to keep me
5. 63 The lob dilln't use tnv skills very well
0.4 3 Too many ieople/children assigned to mei
1. 30 Dangerous unpleasant location of job

Program d es not do things it should
People hayil problems getting things clone in program
Personal (3 family responsibilities
I had no oth r reasons for leaving
Instability o program
(lther



XII (6)

17, Why did you take your present lob" (('heck two most important.)

10.
_

21
11.06
5..i.i
1.70

43
1. 0
0.85
0,43
2.'18
8.0 I
7,21
2.1 i
0.4:1
1,2Z1
9. 55

41.70

Wic ;11:.,
liar is good

The hours are good
l'h supervisors
The(ther workers seeth nice
I can get good training
Fhe work seems easy
The f,6 lo( ated in good neighborhood
You seem to he able to get a lot Of things done V itlu nit problems
It will let me do g.id things for other peofile
It seems to be a i could keep for a long time
The chances to get ahead seem good
Pursue professional g ,ils
Needed a job
( ;they'
No answer

18, ..kk!tat (l %.(,(1 feel were the biggest problems in getting along with supervisors in Head Start" (('heck
none, one, two, or three, depending on what answers best apply.) NO ANSWER-46. :17

8.21
18. "7
16,41
7.11

26,11
10.2(1

3.08
3.59
0.51
2.05
0,51
0.51
2.:)6

They didn't trust their employees enough
They didn't support their employees
I'hey criticized too much
They didn't ask employees for their ideas
They didn't tell their employees what was going on
They didn't know the problems of their employees
Thev.didn't use the ideas their employees had
They gave their employees too much hard work
Infilhting/antagonisms among supervisors
Supervisors really wrren't concerned about the Head Start program
I sick of agreement/communication among supervisors
Excessitt`turnover/lack of continuity
tither

What rho vw, fi.e1 ''.ore the biggest problems in getting along with other workers') (('heck none, one,
two, or iiiro, depending on what answers best apply.) ANSW1:11-51,96'..

1"735 People didn't help each other enough
14.84 People didn't tell each other' what they were doing
26.45 , People criticized each other too much
33.55 People didn't tare whether they 'hid a goo( job or not
0.65 Lack of concern for children
1,2" Lack of sufficient e'ducation or training
3.87 (

20a. Do You think parents of !lead start children should have had (cheek one)"

577;44

96,26

\lore to say about the program
J*,;0 to say about the program

No answer

f



IIIT NII (7)

20h. 11 n.

1 4,-55 Progra.:,1 is for the parents
Parents not interested enough to become involved

2. 2.3 Parents need more training
I. 15 Parents need more understan ng

1:ncoura4e parent participa n
L. 12 Pa:.nts are respon >r the program
1..12 Parents have go ideas
3. ;.) Parents k ,,ntiirt

50. ):; answe

211. Did ,ake pre,ervice :raining-

IC08

67

21o. manv Inset.% ice Training Courses did you take in Head Start''

11;'4 0
.11.2.3 1-5
7.26 6-10
5. 5,4 11-20
6. 70 ()..-er 20

50.211 No answer

21.. 11.0.4.- many Leadership Development Courses did you take in Head Start'

01
6.15 1

2.23 9

1. 12
2.23 4
1. 6/3 5
1.-35 6 -10
0.56 ()ver 10

77. 65 No answer

21 1. How many credit hours supplementarN. (college) courses did you take in Head Start?

.1735 f)

11-1.08 1 -10
11. 71 11-20

3.'11 2 1- 30
2. 7', 31-45

3r) ( )ver 45
711 No answer

22a, Did Vol het the kind and amount of training you wanted"

111744 Didn't get the kind I wanted
2 1. 7.;', (:+)t a little felt not enough
23.112 (".ot enough of the kind I ..vanted
30. 17 No answer



EXHIBIT XII (8)

22b. lt hy not ''

24:68 Coiir-:e.,..ffere I no? 1.1:nrk with Head start
.7. 7" Not able to participate clue to fanii1 responsibilities, transportation, etc.
6.4" Inadequate funding

LO. i'1 Not offered courses
10 Didn't qualify for ...nurses

230. If you received supplementary (eolleget training, did help you get a better lob outside of !lead

10.61
22.'11
66.48

le.

No
N.' ar.nlVE`C

2 ih. Did it nein vo:i do your lob better in Head start

31:34
7.26

60.'40 \o answer

24. If you recei...ed supplementary training in Head Start. in what field did you receive that training''
(Check one.

2 ". 05
1. 68
). 50
6. 15

0.-56
-)4.75

Education
\Iedical, Health
Social Work
Nut Tifton
Psychology
Oth.)r

anA..t-or

25a. If you did not rei.edve supplementary (college) training in Head Start, were you interested in taking
supplementary training' (('heck one. )

cr

22211 Yes
10.06
14. 5 i Not applicable, I already had a degree
Ti?. 51 No answer



EXHIBIT XII (91

25h. \hy were You not interested"

.1. At) Not enough information about what available
11.11 Nut qualified
5.56 Too old

16.67 Family responsibilities
61.11 alISV611

If interstc1 in, but you did not rereivi supplementary training, please answer this
(ith.-;t

Ditivour head mart program nrovide an adequate training opportunity for ou to obtain a degree"

itttil ter
55
II I No answer

2(iii. If it was riot adequate, why not?

10:00 ()nly a few people in Head Star: got to take courses
14.2.'` Iftad start training funds were not available in my field of interest
8.57 Not nought different courses were available in my field of interest

14.2!1 tIther reasons related to the provision of training
22,86 No answer

26, Were tzterr other reasons not related to the Head start program's provision of training which
ou !rum getting training for a degree or certification? (Check one or two,)

diffb-til to work at frill -time job and take courses too

I- amilv responsibilities

18 Difficulty of getting to location of trainini!

7. 27 It would have taken too long to complete the training when I could only attend courses
on a part-time hz.sis

62, 7 3

12.62

enough slots available

No answer

(ttlicr

27. In general, ho.y did vou feel about Head Start" (Choose two best answers.)

14.05
21.82

H'
2.61

7.

Was good for children
Was good for parents
Was gond for the community
Did not really help much
()t;It r
No allSWt

Hr?: uch ...nq feel your work htlped your (lead start program (Check one.)

2,79 Didn't make much difference
18,4.4 Helped a little hut not enough
74.86 Was very helpful

3, '11 No answer



Have any of your children attended Bead Start" (Check one.)

31764
511.78

5,7,9 No answer

30. %%ere vnu hired from the !lead Start (..cromunitv" (Cheek one. 1

511710
35.20
6.70

\

ansx% tr

11. \, hat you

'
07-16 1-o-ler 18

11. On 18-21
34.08 26-37)

24,02 (6-45
21.14 \hove 45

1,12 No answer

(2. Are %ou: a'hyck one. )

10.61 \tale
86.93 I ernale

1.35 No answer

:33. iCht'Ck Ony.

11.02 Black
5,5'1 \lexical-American
A. 70 'the!' -oirnatned American

41. 'i0 Othvr
0.56 Oriental
2,24. ()the,'

EXHIBIT XII 110)

:3, '11 No answer

:34. How many Years of school have you finished" (('heep, one.)

10761
14.31
15.W:
21.77#
4.17

22,
6.15
1,68
3..14

1-8 crad school
0 -11 some high school
Itt eived a hich schoc11 diploria
-;orne college
Received an Associate Decree
Received a Bachelor's Degree
C;raduate school
()Vie

) at1SWe r



EXHIBIT XII (11)

35. 1 hat i '.ow main field of training" (Check one.

04

45.81 I:ducation, child development
5.01 Medical and health
6.70 Social work
8.38 Nutrition
2.79 Psycholog..:
1.68 Clerical/secretarial
1.12 Business imanaaernent
3.35 (Ahdr

;6. I many hours a day did vou work in Head Start"

1768 1 or
4

8. :8
1-).29 6
10.06 7

57.54 8-ct
5.03 ( )ver `,
2.23 No anz-;V:t

many ..veeks a year did you work in Head Start' (Data utilized in computing annual sala es,

nut not tabulated.)

1% hat was your salary when you left Head Start'

lg. 55
12.2',

0-i 2,999
1,000- 4,000
4,001-i, 5,000

8. .4.- 5, 001 6,000
7. 26 6,001-s 7,000
6.15 7,001-. 8,000
3.91 8,001- "9,000
2. S 001-:S 10,000
3.15 i:10. 001-$11, 000
1,12 -11,001-13,000
6.56 (h..r i:13,000

15. WI N' answer
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Employees' perception about their Head Start
experience

The xlecisionmaking process leading to the
departure from 'lead Start

The type of employment the individual sought
when leaving Head Start and how important their
employment experience with Head Start proved
to be in relation to their new positions

The profile of the individual responding to the
survey

These topics are presented in the five sections that follow.

1. A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE REASONS GIVEN FOR
ENTERING AND F03. LEAVING HEAD START

Responses to the questionnaire showed that, although Head

Start employees are highly motivated to contribute to the social

well-being of others, personal considerations eventually cause

many of them to leave Head Start.

(1) Individuals Chose To Work for Head Start Primarily
Because They Liked Working With Children and Because
They Felt Head Start Allowed Them To Do Something
Useful for Others

Former employees were asked to give the twa best

answers that described why they decided to work with Head

Start.

35% responded that they liked working with
children (110 individuals)
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20% stated that Head Start let them do useful
things for other people (C4 individuals)

Exr.-etations regarding salary, advancement, and training

were secondary to these motivating factors.

(2) Employees Left Head Start Because of Personal
Reasons That Did Not Appear To Be Directly Related
to Conditions Within the Head Start Program

The single most frequently cited answer to the principal

reason for an employee's leaving Head Start was that the in-

dividual found a better job (14%). When all the specific types

of responses' given are considered, however, they fall within

four broad categories.

Termination or layoff--17% (25 individuals)

Attraction to better job (salary, promotion oppor-
tunity, training)--23% (35 individuals)

Dissatisfaction with Head Start program or
personnel--13%. (20 individuals)

Personal circumstances-,47% (71 individuals)

The last category includes:

No longer needed to work
Personal or family responsibilities
Pregnancy
Pursue education
11l SS

Moved away
Retired



When responses in this category are combined, they repre-

sent a total of 49% of the reasons given for departure.

This pattern parallels the findings from the question-

naire in the retrospective report, wherein individuals did

not tend to criticize the Head Start program or to cite nega-

tive reasons for leaving.

(3) Three Out of Four Employees Stated That Their
Departure Was Related to Additional Reasons Beyond
the Principal Reason

The major additional reasons for leaving Head Start

People have problems getting things done in
program-12% (28 responses)

Pay was too low - -17% (39 responses)

Program did not do t1-0 things it should--10%
(23 responses)

These secondary reasons reflect somewhat more nega-

tively on"Head Start than the principal reasons given and

suggest that discontent,I.iight influence decisions to leave.
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PERCEPTIONS ABOUT THE HEAD START EMPLOYMENT
EXPERIENCE AMONG FORMER EMPLOYEES

Employees' perceptions about training, advancement oppor-

tunities, and work relationships are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

(1) Former Employees Indfated Some Disappointment
.Concerning the Quantity and Kinds of Training They
Were Able To Receive

In response to the question "Did you get the kind and

amount of training you wanted, " the responses were as

follows: .

Did not receive the kind of training desired - -26%
(33 individuals)

Received some training but not enough - -35%
(44 individuals)

Received enough of the type desired--38% (48
individuals)

It

In the retrospective phase, those individuals receivizo\

supplementary training seemed to feel that it was valuable,

and the majo complaint was that not enough employees
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could participate. Similar findings were noted in this

phase of the survey:

70 individuals htated that they received supple-
mentary training (39110 of the sample)

57 felt that it did help them to do a better
job in Head Start

41 (out of the 60 who were employed) said
Head Start helped them get a better job

54 individuals reported that they desired training
but did not receive it

19 felt that the program did provide an ade-
quate opportunity for supplementary training

35 felt that it did not provide an adequate
opportunity for supplementary training

(2) Employees Not Receiving Supplementary Training Felt
That a Lack of Opportunity and Other Barriers
Prevented Them From Taking Supplementary Training

The 54 individuals who did not receive supplementary

training but desired it responded that there were both program

limitations and other problems that prevented them from

participating.

major program limitation was felt to be that
onl, a few people in Head Start were able to take
courses.

The most frequently cited additional problems
were family responsibilities and the personal
decision not to pursue college training due to
other hardship factors.
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(3) Almost Two-Thirds of Former Employees IeDeported
That They Held Only One Position Vvilile Employed by
Head Start

The majority of employees (64%) had only one position

while with Head Start.. For those who did occupy additional

.)sitions,. the number of additional positions and the percene-

age giving the responses are as follows:

0
One other- -31.3%
Tvvo others--3.4%
Three )the rs 1.1%

In contrast, in the retrospective study, 56% of those

responding to the Former Employee Questionriair&-had held

only one position while with Head Start. The lower promotion

rat,e- reported in 1973 could account for the lesser upward

mobility of former employees during the prospective phase.

(4) More Than Half the Former Employees Felt There
Were Problem With Supervisors, and an Almost
Equal Proportion Felt That Problems Existed With
Co-Workers

The three st significant problems with supervisors

wene perceived to he:

Communications - -26% (51 responses)
Lack of support to employees-19% (37 responses)
Excessive criticism-16% (31 responses)
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In response to the question about how feelings toward Head

Start changed during the course of employment, the most

frequent vesponse was that the employee felt that it became

difficult to work with supervisors.

Among co-worke the roblems were:

A laek Of ctioncern about the job--33% (52 responses)
Excessive criticism-26% (41-rq,sponses)
Lack of support-19% (30 resporises)

These responses seem to indiCate a perceived lack of

organizational cohesiveness. Although 40% of the employees

left Head Start because of reasons that were not directly re-
,

lated to the program, it appears that some underlying dis-

satisfactions with the working relationships existed. These

finciegilare consistent with the retrospective study wherein

about 65% of the former employees cited some problems in

getting along with co-workers, yet only 2% of them had

actually left because they could not get along with other

employees.



3. THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS LEADIN6 TO A
DEPARTURE FROM lIEAD START

Questions 13 and 27 in the questionnaire determined how

employees'' feelings toward the Head Start experience changed-

while employed there and how they viewed head Start from their

current perspective.

When Pressed, More Than Half of the Employees
Reported That Their,..Feelings Toward the Head Start
Program in Which They Worked Changed During .

Their Employment (52T,)

As stated in Section 2 above, the most frquent change

was that the employee began to feel that supervisors were

difficult to work with (18(7/0 of those responding). Former

employees also reported that they developed feelings of un-

certainty about the program's funding and the continued ex-

istence of their job (14",;,).

leave:

Most employees s' ated that it was their decision to

127 former employees reported that they chose
to leave

40 reported that it Was not their choice
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(2) Although Some Employees' Feelings Toward Specific
Programs Changed, INIOst Employees Continued To
Believe That Head Start Is a Worthwhile Concept

In response to the question, "How do you feel about

Head Start," 88% of the former employees stated that they

felt it was good for either children, parents, or the corni-mity.

Only 3% felt it was not really meaningful. In addition, em-

ployees continued to feel that the work they accomplished was

meaningful. Thus, it appears that most former employees

continued to have good feelings about Head Start even though

they felt dissatisfied with the program that they left.

4. ThE TVE OF EMPLOYMENT THAT FORMER
EINLOVEES SOUGHT AFTER LEAVING HEAD START

Questions 6, 9, and 17 identified whether employees were

successful in finding employment after leaving Head Start, wnether

they found employment similar to theie=Work with Head Start, and

what their specific considerations were in accepting new position.

)



(1) Over One-Thi rd of the Former Employees Were
Employed Fur Time at Another Job, and One-Tenth
Were Employer, Part Time

Almost half of the former Head Start employees (45%)

were employed at another job when they completed the ques-..

tionnaire. Among those who were not employed:

6% were looking for a full-time job
9% were looking for a part-time job
17% were looking for either kind of employment
20% were not seeking employment

. Of those employed, 30% reported that the work that they were

doing was similar to their work in Head Start.

(2) Salary Considerations Were the Most Frequent Reasons.
Cited in Accepting Other Employment

There were 137 responses to the question "Why did

you take your present job?" The m-)st frequent response

was that the pay was good (19% of those answering).

When comparing present salaries with Head Start

salaries, the present salaries were most often higher (66%

of those responding to the question). Present salaries were

the same as at Head Start for 18% of the respondents and

lower for 15%.



These findings coincide with an earlier statement that

one of the important secondary reasons employees gave for

leaving was that pay was too low.

5. PROFILE OF THE INDIVIDUALS RESPONDING TO THE
SURVEY

The most frequently reported characteristics of individuals

responding to this survey were:

Female (86%)

26-45 years old (58%)

Did not have children who attended Head Start
(60%)

Had been hired from the Head Start community
(58%)

Other characteristics four t frequently were:

Had received some college training or had a
bachelor's degree (44%)

Had been trained in the field of education or
child development (46%)

Were either teachers or teacher aides with !lead
Start (43%)



This chapter has focused on employees' perceptions of their

Head Start experiences. The next chapter reports the viewpoints

of the J. nizations with which they w° :e employed.

m



VI. CAUSES OF' MOBILITY: THE ORGANIZATIONS' VIEW

This chapter discusses the responses provided by the Con-

firmation of Employee Departure Questionnaire, which appears

as Exhibit XIII, following this page. The completed question-

'mires covered 622 employees who left their Head Start organiza-

tions during the period from December 1972 through November

1973.

1. AGGREGATE RESULTS

The following paragraphs discuss the findings obtained from

the 622 con:pleted Confirmation of Employee Departure

Questionnaires.

a

(1) Almost Half the Questionnaires Referred to Former
Teachers and Teacher Aides

Including the positions of supervisory teacher, resourci,

teacher, teacher, and teacher assistanbiaide, 49.6% of the

questionnaires related to tcacliino,,positions. The next most

frequently reported position was that of cook/cook atde,'which

appeared on 10% of the questionnaires.
4
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EXHIBIT XIII (1)

Office of Child Development.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

RESPONSES TO CONFIRMATION OF EMPLCYEE
DEPARTURE QUESTIONNAIRE

-\\ Column Punch

SI R\ I.D. NUNIBER

PROSPEt TIVE
HEAD SI AWL STAFF NIOPILITY STUD\

F1R-%1ATION ENIPLOlEE DEPARTURE .\ ND REASONS

Vi(!ren-
of Former Err.ployt:e

1.ast First

Itezienation Termination :late

L4-71 Head Start Pot4ision !lead Start t omponert

on.pleting Thi Form:

Name:

The Primary So.irce of Information iteuardine .1 his Ernplo% ce Is: (check one)

vet -or. 31 fan.iliarity

I- 1 -I 1 -*Art
on-tplf.te this form.



EXHIBIT XIII (2)

CONFIRMATION OF EMPLOYEE DEPARTURE

LAST HEAD START POSITION

6.4% Community Aide
10.0 Cook/Cook Aide
7.1 Driver
1 4 Education Director
1, 3 Health Aide
4.7 Custodian
0.2 Medical Director
1.1 Nurse
0.2 Nutrition Director
0.8 Nutritionist
1.3 - Parent Coordinator
0.3 Psychologist
0.5 Social Service Director
1.6 Social Worker
4.0 Supervisory Teacher

22.5 Teacher
22.8 Teacher Aide
0.3 Resource Teacher
0.3 Training Coordinator
0.2 Volunteer Coordinator
0.2 Curriculum Coordinator
7. 2 Clerical
0. 6 Business Manager
1.1 Head Start Director
0. 5 Assistant Director
1. 3 Other Director
1:8 No Response
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EXHIBIT XIII (3)

CONFIRMATION OF EMPLOYEE DEPARTURE

HEAD START COMPONENT

Education 51.8%
Health 2.6
Social Services 8.7
Parent Involvement 1.3
Nutrition 10.8
Staff Training o. 3
Volunteer 0.2
Administration 22.7
Psychological 0.6
No Response 1.1

DATE OF TERMINATION PERSON COMPLETING FOR M

December 8.8% Director/Asst. Dir. 45.3%
January 10.6 Supv. Teacher 4.0
February 10.0 Business Mgmt. 0.8
March 8.8 Nutritionist 1.0
April 7.7 Educ. Dir. 11.6
May 12.1 Social Worker 2.4
June 11.7 School Supt. 0.3
July 3.2 _Secretary 9.3
August 7.8 Other Dir. /Coord. 20.9
September 9.8 No Response 4.3
October 5.3
November 0.0
No Response 4.0



- EXHIBIT XIIII(4)

. U(ilumn Ihinqh

1. %%hat %%as the ()Metal reason for the emplpvee's leavtng the program,

;I. t""'' Termination by pralram foi:eause

1.:0v nro.2r:Itti till(*. t() tundrnI Pr' )1tet.)S .
1.at.rf tw program because Parent's Prlie. Committee wishes me

d. \haunt pr,vera!.s.eriplovee tiecisitin

1. e. I ..111/1 01re interest,ng positron

14. 6 I nr.I better paving position

'"). .1 T. --- round better ipporttinity for advancement.

i II. ound better training progean

4. 7 t ni...cram

,
I r). 1 r.

7
r spectfv: Nloved'.arried

4 k. (*her personal reason

0. H I. ther better ;c:b
.14

1.6 Yther layoff by program

n. Trarsportation problen!4
/

Ither

rerip, Mgt'

I, there %%ere ,ther reasons for the employee leavIng program errpliwrient, what du vnu
tt in,. the twitor rem4n %%us'

__......

lo 1 :r. .7 Satre as ansuer in Question 1

0.6 t,. " .Frp.tnation tw program for cause

c. I avoff tw program due to ft.rulink problems

3 i, " I in-,:r1:..,necuttse '.f Parent' 4 Pottev Committee vItihes

2.6 e. Mutual program employee decision

1.4 f, nkmmti to program
mold.

fl. i (lhrs. specify: I round more interesting posaton

0. h. I oun.1 htyer pavtng position

1.3 t ether

r-1(11.4e

.6
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EXHIBIT XIII (6)
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EXHIBIT XIII (7)

What impact oiol this employee's oleparturvhaye on his proigram rompnent

i
a. ; fiar!:iful

.16.3 1. '-\111,11%."

4.41.1 Moderately

10.0 3. "-." 1:xtreirely

1i. / Helpful.

1. 23.7

2. Nlodetatelv 44,1':.

Extremely 15.3"

N 2.1 4. -No-Fisi;*nse \u response 16, or-
i. .

12, What' ..:. n:wt has employee's departure had ,,n the overall program"

40.V.
c. \one

.i, u''_ 31.1'-. -
- a. flare:fill b. I Ilelpful c. \,,ne

-.-

12.1 1. \l'illlY 1. '----' Mildly 26,8..

37. n 2.
--

' Nriiieatelv .2. 7 moderately 1. l-..

3. Exte-ek 16.1".° 6. 3. E.xtreonsh. re

3.6 4. resp.,np,e 4. % espon-ie 16,1"

;,
1:4 tk at,4:3 -the("Urrtnt status of the position vented Iw the employee"

11.0 It has been filled by external hire,

Column Punch

\u response

4.7"o,
d. Nol response

it been filled from :thin procraii:. Tr previous ;oh title 'f the nerson who filled the
vac:int p,..41t1,41 pas

71.'1 17 acancv to he filled by suitable external b4re when Mimi.

43'. 3- 'Decision r;tncerning whether to fail position has nut vet been completed.

8.2 ! l';,sition has been abohshed.

A 3 Xo response.

tf the position is currently filled. please answer the following:

i t. tire to find repInceient (months), (In 9, 13 give one , first two answer -i. I

36. -i- lawn e,finte
32../VI 1 .,,',nth
10. 'vf,. 24--310i o nth
(I. ,)" 4-6 months
(1.:1". 6 .ritlis

-11, AtipoNit ate t oe for replaceent to become able to fully assuree resp.insibotitY for this
pt,,rtion

48. immediate
27,3" 1 month

2-1 , nths
4-6 t--nttis
-12 onth.:

",yer 1 2 -.,ritlis

:oaths)

9
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a EXHIBIT XIII (8)

26. Time replacement spent in formal trainingortentatto program for this
PC:IS it tOn

(ht.iurs)
, 45.87. None

17,1'1. 1-8 hours
12.8 9-24 .hours
15,0". 21-40 hours
7.3". 41-80 hours
'1.8'. over 80 hours

- .

17, hat is the salary of the replacement"
per Year

36,..1 0-9, r.10
18,0' 3.000-4,000
17.3':, 4,001,-5,000
10,8'1 1,001-6,000
6,5", 6.001-7,000
1, a. 7.0018,000
3.34' 8,001-0,000
2,01, 9,001-10,000
0,8" 10,001-11,000
(kW:. 11,001-13,000

13,001-11,000
0.8'' over 13,000

Column Punch



Paralleling the positions, the component distribution

also showed representation of the education component on

about half the questionnaires (51.8W). The administrative

component also contained a substantial percentage of the

departures (22.7%), as did the nutrition component (10.8%).

(2) The Peak Months of Reported Departures Were May
and June

About one-quarter of the year's reported departures

took place in May and June. Lower volume§.of.Confirmation

of Employee Departure Questionnaires in the autumn of 1973

may reflect generally Poor organization response rates during

that period.

(3) Personal Circumstances Dominated Among the
Principal Reasons for Employee Departures

Leaving'ilead Start for a better paying job was the

organizations' most frequent response concerning the reason

for the employee's leaving. When responses are grouped by

categories, however, the category of personal reasons most

frequently applies. The distribution of responses under four

broad categories of specific reasons ("Other" and "No re-

sponse" excluded) is as follows:

Termination or layoff -17%-

-59-
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Attraction to better job (salary, promotion op-
.. portunity, training)-27%

Dissatisfaction with Head Start program or mutual
employee/program decision to terminate employ-
ment-- 10%

Personal circumstances-45%

The last category includes such circumstances as moving,

getting married, illness, or family-related problems.

(4) The Employees Who Left Head Start Generally Had
Maintained Good Relationships With Other Staff in
Their Organizations

Few individuals who left Head Start were thought to be,

malcontents. The percentage of relationships with various

staff levels rated satisfactory or highly satisfactory was

as follows:

With tread Start officials-89%
With supervisors - -86%
With co-workers-90%

The greatest personal conflicts were with immediate

supervisors, where almost 10% of the relationships were

unsatisfactory or very unsatisfactory,

Although the organizations did not detect many tinsatis-

factory relationships, -the former employees expressed much

more dissatisfaction, as was discussed in Chapter V.

-60-
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From the organizations' point of view, few former

supervisOrs (3%) had less than a satisfactory relationship

with their subordinates. The organizations felt that only

about6% of the former employees had been very dissatisfied

with their work.

(5) Organizations Felt that Fewer Than Half of the
Departures Had Any Impact on the Programs

At the component level, about 55% of the departures

were viewed as causing some impact (10% helpful, 45%

o harmful impact). In relations to the entire program, however,

only 44% of the departures were considered to have impact

(9% helpful, 35% harmful).

Evidence of lingering strong nejative feelings about

those individuals whose departures helped the program and

its component can be seen from examining the degrees of

helpfulness or harmfulness of the departure. The harmful.

impact was more likely to be viewed as a mild amount than

the helpful impact. In the same manner, the helpful impact

was more likely to be viewed s an extreme amount than the

harmful Impact. In-sum, losing a "probe m" employee usually

created a benefit for the program that was greater than the cost

of losing a contributing employee.



As shown on Exhibit XIV, following this page, ;organ-
. ,:

zations viewed harmful impact in a greater proportion of

cases in the prospective study than.in the retrospective study.

About Two-Thirds of the Positions Vacated Were
Reported as Being 'Refilled

Since most of the Confirmation of Employee Departure

Questionnaires were completed soon after the turnover oc-

curred,

,

the high number of vacated positions being refilled

(64%) indicates that the programs waste little time in finding

replacements. This observation is verified by responses

concerning those positions that had been refilled. Eighty:-

nine percent of those replacements had been found within

one month. Furthermore, -76% of the replacements had as-

sumed full responsibility in their positions in that short a

time period.

4
Vacancies continue to be filled more often by external

hire (35.0%) than from within (29. 3 %) as was the case in the

retrospective study, which found 42.6% filled by external hire

and 33.5% from within. A greater proportion of the positions

rern4iped vacant in the prospective study (18.2%) than in the

retrospective study (2.4%) because the questionnaire corn-

pletion was timed more closely to the point of employee

,4



EXHIBIT XIV
isr-N

Office of Child Development
Department of Health,. Education, and Welfare'

IMPACT OF EMPLOYEE DEPARTURE

QUESTION 11--IMPACT ON COMPONENT

Harmful Helpful' No Impact No Answer
,

Retrospective 36.3% 9.1% 43.7% 11.0%

Prospective 45.0% 9.5% 40.8% 4.7%

QUESTION 12--IMPACT ON PROGRAM

Retrospective

Prospective

Harmful Helpful ° No Impact No Answer
,----

26.2% 7.1% 54.6% 12. 1%

35.2% 9.0% 51.1% 4.7 %

,*

1
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departure in the prospective study. The proportion of

abolished positiops was about 8% in both studies.

Formal training of the replacements was minimal, with

63% receiving no more than 1 day of training and only 24%

receiving more than 3 days of training.

(7) The Refilled Positions Were 1ssociated With Low
Salaries

Of the positions held by new replacements, 36% were

associated with annual salaries of less than $3, 000, and

80% carried salaries of $6, 000 or less.

2. TEACHER AND TEACHER AIDE RESULTS

4

Analysis of the responses relating to teachers and teacher

aides, the two most frequently reported positions, indicates that

the reasons for, and impact of, employee depa.tures differ be-

tween these two positions.

(1) Teacher Turnover Was Frequently Related to the
Teacher's Own Decision To Leave, Whereas for
Teacher Aides, the Decision To Leave Was More
Likely To Be Partly or Wholly Outside of Their
Own Control

In those cases in which the organizations were able

to identify the specific official reasons for employee
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-departures, the type of reasons varied. dr matically betWeen

the teacher and the teacher aide positions:

The official reasons given for leaving Head Start
showed that the percentage of teachers leaving
to take a better job was 57%, while the corre-
sponding percentage of teacher aides leaving for
that reason was 27%.

The rrlasons given also showed that in only 12%
of the teacher departures, the decision to leave
was outside of the teacher's exclusive control.
In contrast, 31% of the teacher aide departures
were attributed to decisions outside of their awn.
control.

In approximately 40% of Ilke;departureiof both
teachers and teacher aides the reason for
leaving related to personal considerations of the
employee.

1

Exhibit XV, following this page, lists the specific

causes of departure within the above three major categories,

along with the number of cases applicable to each official

reason.

(2) The Departure of a Teacher Is More Likely To Be
Harmful to the Education Component Than the
Departure of a Teacher Aide

Intuitively, it would be expected that the departure of

the teacher would have the greater impact. Although 64%

of the teacher departures were reported as harmful, 45% of

-64-
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°EXHIBIT XV

Offic -f Child Development
Department oL ealth, Education, and Welf,are

OFFICIAL REASONS FOR
TEACHER/TEACHER AIDL DEPARTURES.

Not Exclusively the Employee's'Decision Teacher

Termination for cause
Layoff ;

6
.1

Mutual prograni-employee decision 8'
Job only temporary 0

15

Employee Decision Concerning a Better Job

More interesting position 9
Better paying position 25
Better opportunity :_ 8
Better training 1

Transfer to public school system 3
Wanted more working time in a year 3

Wanted broader experience 1

50

4

Personal Considerations

Moved /married
Fainily.problem
Illness
Pregnancy f.

To pursue edUcation
Transportation problems
Didn't need to work any longer
Retired because of age
Personal reasons

Teacher Aide

10
11
14 .

3

38

3
18

8
0
1

.4
0

34

18 13
8

9 9
6 6

10 8
1 0
1 4
8 0
2 4

62 52

Cy

. ,
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teacher aide departures were also so reported. The largest

gap between the .two positions was found in the response
!aim .

denoting no pact.

For 35% of the teachers, there was no impact.

For 45% of the teacher aides, there was no
impact.

Employee departures were deemed helpfut in a slightly

higher proportion of teacher instances (11%) than teacher

aide instances (8%).

(3). The Vacated Position Was More Often Filled From
Within for Teachers and by. External Hire for Teacher.
Aides

Amongthe responses given for teachers, 44% of the

vacancies had been filled from within, and only 30% had

been filled by external !lire. Conversely, 44% of teacher

aide vacancies were filled by external hire, and 40% of such

vacancies had been filled from within.

Finding a replacement requires more time .in the case

of teachers than.in the case of teacher aides..

Of 129 teacher vacancy status responses, 21
positions were intended to be filled but had not
been filled.



, I.

. For both/teachers and teacheer aides, the proportion
,-,

4

.
N.

1
of vacancy status responses reflecting abolishment of the

position was about 5%, As was the proportion reflecting orga-

. Of 129 teacher aide vacancy status responses,
only 7 positions reflected .a similar status...-.

4.

44.

nizational indecision about whether the vacancies would be

filled. t

1 . .

It

O

-66-
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING'
DATA COLLECTION FROM_

HEAD START ORGANIZATIONS

As discussed in-Chapter III, the data collection techniquts

in this. study were unable to produce a consistent, accurate re-

iponsei by Head Start organizations to monthly repoiting require-

Ments;\ As a result of this experience, we present below :our

factors that should be borne in mind when considering the estab-

lishment of reporting systems for Head Start organizations.

1. TUE INCENTIVES TO COMPLY WITH REPORTING
'REQUIREMENTS

Reporting requirements must be accompa lied by either

understanding pf .the importance of the reports and meaningful

feedback of-summary data in return for compliance or the threat

of funding agency unhappiness toward nthicpmpliance. Since the

Programs dpring the retrospective phase felt that something was

to be 'gained from the study and that the regional offices vitere

urging their participation, all organizatibn;s except one were

willing to participate,,to the extent of permitting -site visits by our

consultants. A much greater proportion (68%) of these organiza-

tions, however, was delinquent in submitting all the requested data.

-67-
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By contrast, during the prospective phase, five organizations

refused to participate and 97% of the organizations failed to sub*-0

mit all of the data, which admittedly involved moretwork for the

organizations because of the multiple submissions required.

2. REASONABLENESS OF EFFORT REQUIRED

Many Head Stdrt employees rebel against "papery.vork" he

cause they feel that it detractsisorn time c.therwise spent serving

children and the community. In many organizations, a significant

increase in rerorting requirements would.peRuire more manpoiver

than that which is available within existing stags.
t SiF,

Before introducing- more requirements, an assessment

b,e made of-the total body of reporting_ requirements already

imposed on the organizations to determine if system streamlining

can be accomplished and if

. .through integration w existing systems.

ditional' data needs can be fulfilled

<

3. TRA

Although our instructions for the Monty4 Mobility Summary

Sheet for the prospective phase provided a simplc.cross-check

-68- 4
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formula for verifying the accuracy of numerical data, many

.organizations submitted erroneous reports until the verification

process had been explained several times.

If reporting requirements are at all complex, on-site train-

ing jhould be provided before implementing the system. Site

visits not only provide the opportunity for training but also seem

to ,add to the motivation for compliance with data requests,

. In the retrospective study, 84% of the organizations visited

that received Delegate Agency Project Data Questionnaires corn-

pleted and returned them. The comparable response rate for

organizations not visited was 46%.

4. . APPROPRIATENESS OF REPORTING REQUIREMENTS .

,,TheThature and timing of the data required should dictate

the appropriateness of estabiOhing ongoing reporting requirements.

Basic Vnformation that must be maintained on a current basis in

order for the. Office of Child Development to manage its affairs

is appropriately obtained through a reporting system.

Examples of information that should be gathered frequently

Expenditures under an OCD grant
Changes in grantee/delegate agency



Examples of information that should be gathered on a regular

basis,. but with less frequency than the above two examples, re:

Changes in number of. centers
Changes in number of children enrolled
Changes in total number of employees

On the other hand, informatiOn on such topics as emplo ee

mobility can be adequately obtained through a one-time study as

waS the case in the retrospective phase of

that case, however,. system improvements should include the

establishment of better record-keeping systems at the programs,

so that data are accessible when a retrospective examination is

made.
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1.

INST JCTION ONTI-ILY
MOBILITY SUMMARY SHEET

; When referring to an employe e who works in more than one corn-
1 pOnent, record him in each one, of the componentS in which he

pa:Aicipates. For example, an individual who works in both the
Parent Involvement Component and the Social Services Component
should be counted as one staff person in each one. However, he
'should only be included once when calculating the Unduplicated
Total line..

APPENDIX A (3) p

o

On the first page, in showing movement into components, count
-___-_. employees in the position and component they are entering.

On the second page, in showing movement upward or Gutward, co
employees in the positiOn from which they were moving. For
example:

4

C

.

A promotion from teacher aide_ to teacher staouid appear
as ."a promotidn of a paraprofessional within the Education

ld
n

Component. "

A promotion from cook aide to assistant teacher shou
appear within the Nutrition Component as a promotio
of a paraprofessional to another Head Start Component.

-.4 . The Administration Component shckuld include personnel who

- .
- 74,

;provide services which are not unique to any other component.
Examples are:

Secretary, clerk
Driver
Custodian



.

c

APPENDIX A (4)

5. For purposes of this study, please make the distinction
between Professional and Paraprofessional employees as
shown below. If you have employees in positions not
listed, please apply your own definition for them.

Professional Paraprofessional

Administrative
Teacher
Psychologist.
Counselor
Speech Therapist
Social Worker
Consultant
Physician
Dentist
Nurse '-
Physical Therapist
Nutritionist
Component Coordinator

Secretary, Clerk
Teacher's Aide
Social Worker Aide
Health Aide
Nutritionist Aide
Cook
Driver
Custodian

6. Treat each personnel action as a separate event, e.g.
two promotions or a promotion and a termination count
as two events, even if they involve just one employee.

7. The following definitions apply to types of mobility:

Promotions mean the upward changing of job'
category, e.g. , Teacher to Lead Teacher.

Demotions.mean the\ downward changing of
job category. ,

Lateral transfers mean movements between
approximately the same organizational level,
and salary level, e.g., Teacher Aide to Social
Work Aide.

8. The following is a check for accuracy:

Each of the categories are lettereerthrough L.
After determining the .mobility for the month,
check,the totals by using the formula:

G = A + F - L, for each component



Approved.
85-S72024

;1

PROSPECTIVr STUDY
FOR MER,EMPLOYFE QUESTIONNAIR F

How long ago did you leave Head Start? weeks

Z. .". flow lori before you left Head Start did you decide to leave?

. a. - weeks

it was not my decision to leave

3. What-was yourlast position with Head Start?

Job Title

a

APPtNDIX A 10)
SUPVFY I D. NO.

.

.
Whit earlier position(s) did you have in Head Start?

.lob Titles:

4

3, Was-Head Start your first job? (check one)

a. Yes b. r-7 No
If not, how many other jobs have you had in the past four years

6. Are you now working full time? a. Z---/ Yes b. / ---/ No
part time? a. rri Yes b. /=".-7 No

If you are not now working , are you "

a. ----/ Looking only for a full time lob

b. / --!-/ Looking only for a part-time job

r /7 Looking for either a full time or part-time job

cl.. // Not interested in a job

-4-check one of the above)

If you Are working now. what is. that tin* of your job?

In thiS'work similar to your Head Start job? &heck one)

-.Ye* b. 10,-_,/ No

If how Is.it s Oar?

t



Stiplay 11,D. No.

.10, Did the work and trainingyou got in Head Start help prepare you for the job

you have now? (check one)

. . a

13..

1 4 .

a. I / Yes h. / / No

Compared with your last position in Head Start, is your at eNent salary:

a.
Higher

h. // c
About the Lower
Same

%l hat u ere yoUr original reasons for deciding to work in Head Start?

(check the two heat answers)

. l/ The work seemed interesting

h. / / The pay seemed good

/ The chances to get ahead seemea good

. APPENDIX A (6)=,-

(Ctieck one).
1-maaamt

g. // My family and friends thought it tk as a good Inl

. h.. / It was a steady job
.

t. // It let me do useful things for other people

I liked working with children J

The hours were good

Other, specify

3.
//

./ 1 The people them seemed nice

e. 1/ The traininc 4eerned good k. / I
f.

i. /---/// The cork seemed easy
. - .

Did your feelings toward Head Start change during the time you were working

for the program 9

a. /7/ Yes b. / % No

If yes, answer Question 14

How did your feelings about Head Start change? (Check the two best answers)

a. I / Decided the work was not interesting

b. / / Decided the pay was too low

c. / / Decided the chances to get ahead were not good

d. /"/ Decided Head Start supervisors were difficult to work for

e. re''./ Decided Head Start co-workers were difficult to work with

f. / / Decided the training was not so useful

Decided the work demanded too much of.my time
g.

h. /---/ Decided that working with children. was too hard

t. / / Decided my job was very uncertain, that is I did not know
how long the program would last

j. /1"--/ Decided the work I was doing was not really helping other people

k. /1 .Decided that I was spending too much time on things that were
not important

1. /7--) Other, specify:

'15. What was the reason given * your leaving Head Start/



vey 1.D. No.

$
Id you have other reasons (check one, two or three most important

Pay was to low
.

/ Hours were too short. k.

5
/ / No chance for promotion

j.

Couldn't get the training I wanted . 1.

1-1 Didn't get along With superviiors

/ / Didn't get along with co-workers

`- Found a bt;tterjob

/ Poor program equipment/supplies

I / Didn't like to work

m.

n.

o.

P.

q.

r.

'ham-did-yotaake your present. job's (check two most important)

- / /.. The work seems interesting

/ / The pay is good

%. 7 / The hours are good

t.-
f
That do you feel were the biggest problems in getting Along with supervisors in Head Start' (check none, one, two
ethree, depending on what answers best apply) . .

. .

The superi7isors

The other workers seem nice

I can get good training

/ / The work. seems easy

APPENDIX A (7)

answers)

/ / Head Start didn't have enough money to
keep'me// The job didn't use my skills very well

111.11.

Too many people/children as-signed to me

Dangerous /unpleasant location of iob

Program does not do things it shoitld

People ha,.. problems grttine thines don,
in program
Personal or family responslhilitws

Other, specify;.

I I . I had no oth. r reasons for loavIng

The job is located :n good keighborhpod

The job. seems to prkivide good equipment
supplies
You seem to be able to get alot of things
done without problems
It will let me do good things for other people

It seems to be a job 1 could keep for a long
time
The chances t-1 get ahead seem good

My family and friends thought it would be
a good job
Other, specify;

/ They didn't trust their employees enough /_____1

. They didn't support their employees
enough

/// /

They criticized too much h. //
They didn't ask employees for their ideas i. /__/
They didn't tell their employees what
was going on .

They didn't know the problems of their
employees "
They didn't use the ideas their employees
had
They gave their employees too much
hard work
Other problems, specify:

4/0.01111116 41=1...-1

rut do you feel were the biggest problems in getting along with other workers' (check none, one, two or three,
*pending on what answers best_apply)

People didn't help each other enough d.. /r__,/ People didn't care whether they did a
good job or not// Other problems, specify;/ / People didn't tell each other.what they e.

were doing
_/' People criticized each other too much

lit you dal:* parents of Head Start children should have had (check one)
-7=- .

-/ / More to say about. the program
- .

/ _/ Less to say about the program
1--
01.0,(ipacityl



5 Survey LI),. NO. ,,
.

7,- . --Approximately how many training

a. Pre - service training

b.

-c.

d.

In-service training courses

courses did you take in Head Start".

/ / Yes

Leadership Development courses

Supplementary (college) courses

.APPENDIX A (8) 77.7_

/ / No

(number)

. number)

(number of credit hours)

Did you get the kind and amount of training you wanted"

a. / / Didn't get the kind I wanted - Why not'

b: / Oct alittle but not enough - Why not
s

. c / / Got enough of the kind I wanted '1;,
-A

S-- -I i
. s

, .'"-.......-":._- -.

23. if you reefs-wed supplementary (college) training while in Head Start, please

4

.

answer this question.

. Did supplemetitary 'college) training help you get a better job outside of Head Start' /1 Yes No

. Did it. help you do your sob better in Head Start" // Yes // No -

-=

24. If you received supplementary training in the Head Start, in what field did you receive that training' (check one

Education d. / / Nutrition

b. / /

c. / /.

Medical, Health

Social Work

25. If you did not receive supplementary
supplementary training' (check one)

r
. .

a.

b.

/ / Yes

/ l No. Why
/ /

e. / / Psychology

f. / / Other. specify

(college) training-in Head Start, were you interested in taking

Not applicable, I already had a degree

if you were interested in, but you did not receive,eupplernentary training, please answer this question

Dili your:Htad Start program provide an adequate training opportunity for you to obtain a degree'

a. /_,_/ Yes

b. / / No, because: ( check one):

1. / /

2. / /

3.

4
Only a few people in Head Start got 4.
fo take courses
Head Start training furids were not available
in my field of interest 5.
The program did not allow time off when the
the training was held

1/ Not enough different courses
were available in my field
of interest

/ / Other reasons related to the-.
provision of training'

Were there other reasons not related to the Head Stott program's provision of training which prevented you fr
getting training for a degree ox certification" (check one or two)

1. /

.2. /---/

7icsdifficult.to war"( at full-time job and
take courses too
Family responsibilities

3, / Difficulty of getting to location of training

'4.

5.

It would have taken to longto-
complete the training when
only attend courses on a Part;
basis ' ---
Other reasons, specify:



"survey 1:1). No.

ue-neral, how did you feel about Head Start (choose two best answers)

d.

Was good for parents e.

- Was good...for child:An

/---/ Was good for the community

1Oilm

APPENDIX A (9)

Did not really help much

Other, specify;

_How much do you feel your work helped your Head Start program' (check one)

a. Didn't make much difference

C

Helped a little but not enough// Was very helpful

Any d your children attended Head Start' (check one)
_ .

1 / Yes -b. / No

were you hired from the Head Start community, (check one)

.-a. /-1 Yes b. //
What is your age years

._ Are you: a. /-7 male 'b. / / female (check one)
. _

Are you:

'a. // Black.

. b. //. Mexican-American

. . c. // Other Spanish surnamed American

.d. / / American Indian

How many years of school have youfinishedv(check one)

-- a. / l'-13 grade school

9-11 some high school

Received a high school diploma

Some college

What is your. main field of training? (check one)

c-: a. '/ / none

b. r 1 Education, child development

c. / Medical and health
. .

--,17--.,- .

=-7-7-=-4.. / / Social work .

77-

e. /-1 Other white

f. ./-1 Oriental'

g. /1 Other, specify;

e. r/
Received a Bachelor's Degree

g. 1-7 Other, &peaty;

Received an Associate Degree

..emPIR-a

e. / / Nutrition #

1. // Psychology '
..,

g. Other.' specify;_



30.

I 1

37

38.

:

4'. .
341.

a

$

2 ,4

)

flow many hours a day did you work in Head Start?

APPENDIX
.

A (10)--11;!.-n

. . .

How many weeks a year did you work in litad Start?

What was your salary when you left Head Start $ tWr year

or $ per week or $ per hour (give. one)

/What is your salary on your new job? $ per44year or $ pr r week

or $ per hour (give one)

How, many week,s per year do you work on your current job'

41. For how many hours-a day are you paid on your current job, MN.

This is tb-. end of the questionnaire.' . Please enclose it in the envetope we have provided and mail it to

our office in Washington. Thankyou very much for your help. .

4

.



Form Approved
OMB No. 85-572024

4

..

SURVEY I.D. NUMBER

APPENDIX A (11).

PROSPECTIVE -PHASE
HEAD START STAFF MOBILITY STUDY

CONFIRMATION OF EMPLOYEE DEPARTURE ,AND REASONS*

.

Name cf Former Employee
Lust i irst . Middle

Last Known Address
of Former Employee

Resignation/Termination Date

. .

Last Head Start Position

Person Completing This Form:

Head Start Component

Narpe:

Position:

.Date:

_ The primary Source of Information Regarding.This Employee..Is: . (check one)

Personal familiarity

Records

a Hearsay

Column Punch

*The Head Start supervisor most familiar. with this former employee Should complete this form.

t



Survey 1.D. Number

APPENDIX A (121-
Coluni

I' :7.

1. What was the official reason for theemiiiriee's leaving the program?
-

a. (7 Termination by program for cause.-.

b. Q Layoff by program due to funding probteins._

c. j= Layoff by program because of Parent's Policy Committee wishes.

Mutual program employee decision.

Found more interesting position.

Found better pairing position.

Found better opportunity for advancement.

Found better 'training program.

'Unknown to program.

Others. specify:

2. If there were other reasons for the employee leaving program employment, what do you

you think the major reason was?

a. Q. Same as answer to Question 1.

b. C7 Termination by program for cause.

c. j Layoff by program due to funding problems.

d. Q 'Layoff by prwrarn because of Parent's Policy Committee wishes.

e. ,C=7 Mutual program intaYets,--decision.

f. C./ Unknown to pro am.

g. cy Others, speuify:

3. If the program terminated the employee, what was the reason?

a. Q Inability to perform duties.

b. Or Inability to accept direction, regulatit

e. Inability to work with professional staff..

4. 1:71 Inability to work with paraprofessional staff.

e. Q Inability to work %. 4th volunteers.

I. CD' Inability to work with children.

g. 1 Inability to work with Parent's Policy Coma:fit-U.

h. j Personal weaknesses (absence. lateness, Unreliability).

1. C,7 Personal instability (outbursts, pouts).

j. 0 Other, specify:



tt.

. ..4.:40s

APPENDIX A (13)

Column Punch .;

4. If laid off, how was this employee chosen?

a. Abolishment ofloh category.,..

b. Q Least seniority within job category.

c. Q Ranking by Parent's Policy Committee

d. L.= Other, specify:

If employee left by mutual decision, w'iat was the reasrn for this decision?

Difficulties in performing duties.

Difficulties in accepting direction, regulations.

Difficulties in working with professional staff.

Difficulties in working with paraprofessional staff.

Difficulties in working with volunteers.

Difficulties in working with children.

Expressed feelings of dissatisfaction with program.

Expressed feelings of dissatisfaction with staff.

Personal problems (health,

Personal traits.

Others. specify:

What were the employee's general relationships with the Bead Start officials he'came
ontact with?

a. 'Cg Highly satisfactory.

7.

h. Q Satisfactory;
cL 1:21 Unsatisfactory.

d. Q Very unsatisfactory.
e. No contact.

What were the a mployee's general relationships with supervisors.

a. C2 Highly satisfactory.

b.-C2. Satisfactory.

. Cj Unsatisfactory.

Very unsatisfactory.

0
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a. What were the employee's general relationships (ath coworkers? .

.

a. Highly satisfactory.

b. Satisfactory.

c. i7 Unsatisfactory,

/I d. Very unsatisfactory.
-0 4

9. If the employee had a superviibry position, what were his general relations with subordinates?

a. /7
Highly
satisfactory

S

b. /7 c. d. / /
Satisfactory Unsatisfactory Very

unsatisfactory

10. In general, how satisfied did the employee seem with nis work?

a. / / b. /7 e:
Very Average Very
satisfied dissatisfied

11. What impact did this employee's departure have on his program component ?

a. n Harmful b. /7 Helpful c. None

1. r7 Mildly 1. / / Mildly

2. //// Moderately 2. Moderately

3. /7 Extremely 3. / / Extremely

12. What impact has employee's departure had on the overall program ?

a. D Harmful b. / / Helpful c. j/// None

1. /,Mildly 1. / / Mildly

2. / / Moderately 2. /7 Moderately

3. /7 Extremely 3. / / Extremely

13. What is the current status of the position vacated by tie/employee ?

r7 It has been filled from within program. The previoun job title of the person who filled lb
vacant position was
It has been filled by external hire.

I-7 Vacancy to be filled by suitable external hire when found._

/7 Decision concerning whether to fill position has not yet been completed.

/7 Position has been abolished.

ti

It the position is currently filled p ease answer the following:

E4. Length of time to find replacement (months).

.
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15. Approximate time for replacement to become able to fully assume responsibility
for this position

o

Time replacement spent in formal training/orientation program for this
position

(hours)

(months)

17 What is the salary of the replacement?

1

.,

per year

-)
h.tcr.

N

.

... 11.
.

tt
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MOBILITY RATES IN ORGANIZATIONS WHICH PARTICIPATED IN BOTH PHASES OF TILES UDY

0 rgani zat ion

STRATI; NI A

Addle -Mae Collins. Com ;it. Service

Turnover Rate Promotion R to
Retrospective Prospective Change Retrospective Pros e i ive Change

(107'2) (1973) \ (19721 (197
-1;

BEST art AVAIIPPIT

. . New y ark. N. . 14.861, 15.3°,

Bedford Stuyvesant Youth Action
"-New York, N.Y. 17. '2';c

.

Bld(miingdale Family Program
New York. N. N. 12.5/ 7.1°1

_

Capital Head. Start
1). C. 22. 11. OTi

Board of 1...:ducation .

Chicago, Illinois .

Marcy-Newberr Association
Illinois

Child ('are h Dev. Serv.
1.() Angeles, California

Delta Sigma Theta Head Start
Los Angeles. California

Federation 11'e- School and Comm, Eder
Los Angeles, California

Frederick Douglass C. D. Ctr.
Los Angeles, California

Seattle Public School's
Seattle, Washington /,,

..

.Stritum A Average
Weighted TotalS for All Vrograrns

7: Montgomery County CAA
"----Montgornery, 'Alabama

Coahoma Opportunity
Clarksdale, Mississippi

Delta Hills Edticational Assoc.
_Sardis Mississippi

Inst. of Comm. Serv.. Rust College
Holly Springs, Mississippi

TriCounty Comm. Action
Laurinburg, North Carolina

.**,44.

"!:.- ...Day !Care Services for Children
Mil*aukee, WiscOnsin

9.3 17.9m

62.5m, 00.0%

13.3M 40.1%"-

4.5m. 16.90'1

17.3"' 0

1.7c: 0

32.6m, 2. 1°''.

19.6'rc
14.9%

10.8%
N. 0%

3.4%. 11.7%

5.2"; 6.9%

0 1.9%

5.31; '4.8%

2.3% 3.1%

26.5% 7.7%

4

3.76:

15.11/'

12. 5%

0.7`1

12.5°

2.2% 3.8%

1. 90/. u. 9%

7. 6%

6.5%

7.4%
7.4%

12. 1%

7.1% .2.0%

0.5 2.9%

"kJ. 2% 6.3%

38.2% -- 0

4
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Organization

Economic opportunity Found.
Kansas City. Kansas

. , .

Bonner Springs School Dist. #1
134niner springs, Kansas

Denver Public Schools
'7;: 7.7 Denver. Colorado

.. United for Progress.
Denver, Colorado

Turnover Rate

APPENDIX B (2)

Promotion Rate .

Retrospective Prospective ,Change Retrospective I. Prospective Change.
(1972) (1073)

9.1.!:. 12.9'r

27.3'r. 30.1":.

..4

100..0i.e 0

.
14. r: 23.0"1

-( :ouncil for Better Edw.. Inc.
15.4'71 23. i°,1Santa Ana, California

Alvord Unified School Di strict
Riverside, California 0 0

San Jacinto School District
Riverside, California 15.81'c 4".",

. Stratum 11 Average 15.1%

Weighted Totals for All Programs

STRATUM C

tcorcester School Dept.
Worcester, Massachusetts

NIontgc.uery Co. Public Schools
Rockville, Nlar!lanci

-Shore-Up, Inc.
. Salisbury, Maryland k,

LOwndes Co. Board of Educ.
Hayresville, Alabama

West Lake Cumberland Dev. Council
Columbia, Kentucky

Family Services, Inc.
------1111inston-Salem, North Carolina

-.-

`Mo. Ozarks Econ. Oppor.
Richland. Missouri

Tacoma School District
. =IT .Tacoma. Washington

Corp.

4

Stratum C Average ..
A.

Weighted Totals for All Progniris

STRATI' 11 1)

York Co. Comm. Action Corp.
Alfred, Maine

, 4- -
Greater 1.aw ranee CAC:-
Lawrence, Massachusetts
- e.

.

. .
1.

13.6% 9.3";

1 1. 7n: 11.6%

6.2% 15.0%

25.0%. 24.7%

3.2 ": ' 0. 1':

.(1972) . (19.73)

0 0

1 0 0

0 0

1 - 0 0

33.1 0

NC

NC

..-

NC

. NC

.':.

NC 0

5. 3";

7.2%

0

0

1.4";

NC

I

9.41;;.

2`11, 2.1%

4.9w, 3.5%

25.0% 1.9%

0 2,1":

26.8% 18.6'"

9.6";;; 9.0";

17.5% 13.5%

12.5`"
14. 1%.

0

15.1%

4

0

11.4%

0 NC'

i

9.9% 18.0%.

I

0 0

8%

10. 8%
10,5%

0

22.2%

3.8%

3.7 %r
5. 2%

0 NC

0
4

;".



Organization
Turnover Raee

APPENDIX 13(3)

Promotion Rate
Ite(t1r9(4)82p)et.!tive Prospective Change Retrospective *Prospective Change

(1973) (1972) 1.1(+73)

Cridiston Comm unity Act n
Cranston, Rhode Island . - 27.3% .. 0

_ 0 NC

I I.
Gale city, Virginia
Scott ( ounty School lardt

18. 2T. 93.1T . 9. la:- 0

col:I:minty Improvement Coun. .

-Danville, Virginia .
.35.0% 10.8% 5:0% 0

..,

:looresvAlt, Public Schools
Mooresville, New Orleans

liarrett-keyser-Butler School Dist.
Garrett, Indiana. 0 NC 0 0 NC

_..

0 0 NC 0 0 NC

MUskegon Public Schools
Nluakegon, Michigan- 11.5(5 '10. 51: 0 0 NC'

.: '... Coshocton County Head Start.
' _:Coshoetna, obi() 0 24.0% + .0 . 16.0%

_____ _. .

Delta Comm. Action round.
DuncaW. Oklahonia 50. 0'1; 5. 6''''c I 0 5.1".

. Thompson School District
' : Loveland, Colorado 33. 3°.., 45.4% + 11.1% 0

.Develtipment t tpportunitv, Inc.
Oregon Cit, Oregon 35.0% .. 1b.,4`7.: 0 0 NC

Stratum 1) Average 17.0% '' 22.7% 4.0% 1.8% -

Weighted 'Totals for All Programs 21.9% 25.111. 7.2% .3. 2%

16.6% 17.6% 7.4% 2.0%

16.0% 8..7% 2.9%

, -All Strata Average

. Weighted :Totals for All Programs 14.6%

t .
I

...
.. .

. 'NOTE: All mobility rates are unweighted averages except where otherwise noted. '-,

. .

Set ONIABLE


